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Entries are arranged alphabetically, with following ad before af, fr replaces ô
throughout and is treated as one letter following t. Words prefixed ge- are alphabetised
under the first letter of their unprefixed forms. Plant names beginning with the article
se/seo are aiphabetised under the first letter of their noun element. References are to line
numbers.
All the OE words in Lacn. are recorded, but only select line references and citations of
particular forms are given. With the exception of plant names, for which all line references
are given, and in addition to any cited forms, if a word occurs ten times or less all the line
references are given; if a word occurs more than ten times then the first five line references
are given and this curtailment is marked by &c. Individual forms are cited when they are of
special interest or difficulty, and/or to demonstrate the range of variant spellings to be found
in a particular word. Cross-references do not cover forms which present no special difficulty
to a reader already familiar with late OE morphology.
Nouns and adjectives are entered as headwords in the nom. sg. (adjectives in the
masculine of the strong declension). Where the hcadword - or in the case of nouns an
equivalent acc. sg. form, and in adjectives an equivalent nom. or acc. sg . form - does not
occur in the text, the form of the headword is deduced from the commonest spelling of the
word's other attested forms, or failing that from the speffing that comes first alphabetically,
where there is a choice of more than one headword the commonest spelling from among
eligible forms is chosen, or, failing that, again the one which precedes alphabetically; in a
very few instances an exceptional and probably erroneous form is not given as the headword
(e.g. nom. sg. cearfihle is entered under cyrfi lie). When a headword is not found in the text
it is enclosed by angular brackets <>.
The grammatical gender of nouns is enclosed by square brackets 1] when it cannot be
determined from the forms of the word found in Lacn. but has to be inferred by analogy
pIDL. \
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with other words with the same final word element or suffix in Lacn., or with attestations in
other OE texts. The order of citation of noun forms is singular before plural, and the case
order nominative before accusative, genitive, and dative; additionally in adjectives and
pronouns, masculine gender precedes feminine and neuter, positive degree precedes
comparative and superlative, and the strong adjectival declension precedes the weak.
Occasionally where there may be difficulty in reconciling a plant name's morphological case
(or number) with the presumed syntax, the syntactically expected case is given first and
followed within square brackets by its morphological category, e.g. 1. 125 betonican might
syntactically be expected to be nom., and furthermore, in view of preceding nouns in the
list, sg., but morphologically it is either acc. sg. or nom. p1. - thus it is defined as nom.sg.
[acc.sg. or (i')nom.pl.]. See further on this difficult issue Language section 6.i.
In verbs the class of strong declension is indicated by an arabic numeral afler the
headword, weak verb class being indicated by a roman numeral. Verbal number is indicated
by 1, 2, or 3. In verbs the order of citation is present tense before past tense and infinitive
before indicative, subjunctive, imperative, present and past participles and participial
adjectives, with singular preceding plural within each category.
Words in the OE gloss to the Lorica of Laidcenn (LL.) (Entry LXV) are followed by the
corresponding Lat lemmata and its line number, both of which are enclosed by round
brackets Q.
Abbreviations are expanded silently, but emended forms - where cited and not in
headwords - appear with square brackets as in the text
Lat. words are not glossed except when they appear as loanwords in the OE text




























absolute (as opposed to conjunct)





















































<> enclosing headword : the headword is not found in the text.
*	 before headword : the word is otherwise unattested in OE.
•	 before headword: the word is found more than once in 	 rowHE.2.
ELSE. iN
(*)	 before headword : the word is otherwise found in OE only in one or more glosses.
0	 before headword : within Lacn. the word is found only in the Lacn. OE gloss to LL.
0	 before headword: the word is found only in the OE glosses to LL. (including the OE
gloss to LL. in Cambr. MS).
t	 before headword: the word is found only or mainly in verse (according to CH).
•	 before headword : within Lacn. the word is found only in verse.
(N) after line number: see note(s) in the Commentary.
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NOTE ON TilE IDENTIFICATION OF OLD ENGLISH PLANT NAMES
My main source of reference for this problematic task has been the three-volume OE
plant name dictionary of Peter Bierbaumer (Der botanische Wortschatz des Altenglischen
[1975-9]), volume two of which attempts to identily the plants named in Lacn.', though I
have not always followed its identifications or adopted the modern English names it applies
to the Lat. scientific classifications (the more significant differences being covered by notes
in the Commentary). A full-scale re-examination of the botanical lexicon of Lacn., however,
has been thought to be beyond the scope of the present undertaking. Wherever possible I
have standardized the Lat. and the modern English plant names to agree with those of my
principle source of botanical reference, M. Blarney & C. Grey-Wilson's The illustrated
Flora of Britain and Northern Europe [1989], which in the latter case follows (p. 10) "those
in English Names of Wild Flowers (Botanical Society of the British Isles, 1980), which set
out to standardize usage of common names of British wild flowers".
Other works I have found valuable are: OED, Clapham, Tutin, & Moore Flora of the
British Isles [1989], Geoffiey Grigson The Englishman's Flora [1958], Gualtiero Sinionetti
The Macdonald Encyclopedia of Herbs and Spices [1991], J. Richard Stracke The Laud
Herbal Glossary [1972], H. J. de Vriend The Old English Herbarium and Medicina de
Quadrupedibus [1984], Tony Hunt Plant Names ofMcdi eva! England [1989] (on ME plant
names), M.L. Cameron Anglo-Saxon Medicine [1993]2, a number of more specialised
articles by D'Aronco [1988], Kitson [1988], Sauer [1992], and Cameron [1992], and DOE
(fliscicles A, £, B, C, and D), (note, however, that DOEs unfortunate omission of Lat.
1 Although Bierb2 deals specifically with Lacn. (as well as OEHerb and PD) in order to asceitain the modem
English names of the plants Bieil,aumer proposes, it is very often necessary to refer to the discussion of the same OE
plant names in Bierbi (on BLch and LchBk3).
2 mefollowingremarksbyCameron [1993: 116] arewoith quoting:
It aeasa that even in Anglo-Saxon times different plants were given the same or similar names at different
times and in different places, so that the Mglo-Saxons themselves seem to have been somotimes confused in
their identification. Their confusion may nct often have been serious, because the plants confused often had
the same medical uses and eflicacies There was also a tendency to give a single name to a goup of closely
related plants having the same medical properties .... It is safe to say that where exait differentiation was
useful or necessary it was made, but where plants of similar awearance had the same medical properties
they were given a single name, even if to a modern botanist they should be distinguished from one another.
All this makes it difficult and often impossible to give to a single Old English plant name a modem Linnaean
desiguation. For the purposes of herbal medicin; however, single-species identification is not always
necessary.
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scientific names for plants renders it less useful and easy to use than it might have been for
students of OE botanical nomenclature).
When an OE plant name is the obvious etymological ancestor of the modem
vernacular identification I place the latter first in the definition. Otherwise translations of
the OE plant names themselves are (where given) placed first within quotation marks and
square brackets; these are then followed by the modem Lat. scientific designation(s), and
finally by the modem English name(s).
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a adv. always, ever 221.
<ablegned> adj. (as subst.) inflamed sore, blister 667.
abrecan > 4 to break down, be incapacitated 809(N); pa.ptc.adj.wk.acc.sg.neut.
abrocyne 810.
o < abregan> I to terri1' 365 (LL. terreat 366).
ac con]. but333(LL.sed334),533.
<acan> 6 to ache. pres.subj.sg. ace 642; acy 57; impers. w. acc./(?)dat. 3sg.pres.ind.
aceJ) 78(N).
() ° < acamnendlic> adj. generative, responsible for producing life. wk.acc.pLneut.
aca,nnendlican 451(N) (a acannendlican lyomu: LL. genetalia 452).
• < acamnan> I to bring forth, bear (a child) 852, 1036.
acremonia, < ?acrimonie, ?agrimonie> partly wk [?fem.] agrimony, Agrimoma
eupatoria L. acremonia (Lat. infiexion?) acc.sg. [norn.sg.] 512; agrimoni[aJ
(Lat. inflexion?) 238; acc.sg. acrimonian 227, 501, 515; gen.sg. acrimonian
985.
<acrind> fern. oak-bark, bark of Quercus (L) 129.
<adeadian> II to be deadened, become dull, lose feeling. paptc. adeadad 670.
<adelfan> 3 todigup 159.
o < adilgian> II to blot out. pres.subj.sg. adilgie 489 (U. deleam 490).
adi fern. disease, sickness 52(N), 70, 485 (LL. languor 486), 499(N), 735, 973.
• < adlega> wk [masc.] sick person 656.
<adon> anom. vb. to put, place 171, 190, 191, 199, 202, 208, 211, 788; to put in, add.
197.
<adumbian> II to become dumb 832.
() < cen> adj. oaken, made of Quercus L. dat.sg.masc. cenan 753.
o <dre> p1. [fern.] i. veins. acc.pL edre 461 (U. uenas 462); ii. kidneys. dat.pl.
edrum 431 (U. renibus 432).
afen [neut or masc.] evening 64, 961.
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icfter prep. and adv. after, afterwards, next. i. prep. w. dat. 220, 725, 1030; II. adv. and
adverbial phrases. 510, 601, 996; tefter Jan after that, next 351 (LL. deinde
352); tefter on after that, next 411 (LL. deinde 412); after Donne
afterwards, then 938.
g neut. egg 170, 629, 630, 636, 637, 662, 668, 677, 739.
a aghwonan adv. everywhere, on all sides 369 (LL. undique 370).
icghwylc adj. each, every 30, 361 (LL. omne 362), 693, 881, 977.
<agscyll> fern. eggshell (as unit of measurernent) 60, 142, 695.
agier adj. either, each 15.
tegwyrt [fern.] ["eye-wort"J (?)Anagallis arvensis L., scarlet pimpernel; or (?)Euphrasia
rostkoviana Hayne, common eyebright 516(N).
aJc adj. and pron. each, every 25, 42, 63, 120, 167 &c; dat.sg.neut. RIcan 844; any
dat.sg.neut. aIcan 40.
<aifsiden> [fern.] an affliction (originally at least) associated with (or caused by) "effish
magic" and attended by fever, or perhaps simply a kind of fever (associated
with/caused by elfish magic) 102(N).
<aImihtig> adj. almighty 115.
<merge> wk. [fern.] embers, smouldering ashes. acc.sg. mergean 529.
incgIisc adj. English (used as part of plant names - see ncgIisc cost and ng1isc
nap). 242; acc.sg.masc. ngIiscne 117.
ncgIisc cost [?masc. or ?neut.] ["English cost"] Tanacetum vulgare L., tansy 242.
0 <tendebyrdnes> [fern.] rank, series, row. acc.pL ndebyrdnesse 469 (LL. ordines
470).
<geftndian> II to end. 3sg.pres.ind. geenda 1033, 1035, 1036, 1037; to bring to an
end, accomplish. 2sg.pret.ind. geendadest 558; to kill, to put an end to,
destroy, or to bring to an end. 3sg.pret.ind. geandade 568.
• <geandian (= ger(e)ndian)> II to intercede (or perhaps gendian - see previous
word). 3sg.pret.ind. gendade 655.
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ne adv. once 45, 96, 137.
• wngancundes (?)adv. (?)in a unique manner 592(N).
tengel masc. angel 345 (LL. angelos 346), 917.
< ng1isc nap> rnasc. ["English nap"] Brassica rapa L., wild turnip; or Brassica napus
L., rape 117(N).
anig adj. and pron. any. i. adj. 589, 844; ii. pron. 590(2x), 591.
wppel [masc.] apple (here probably the crab, fruit of Malus silvestris Miller) 568, 600,
602.
r adv., conj., prep., and adj. i. adv. and adverbial phrases. formerly, previously, earlier
9, 122, 216, 601; early 514, 695; super!, first, first of all rest 85, 148, 207,
647, 728, 850(2x); Je r the sooner 192; r Donne before 214; ii. conj.
before 42, 61, 216, 602, 603, 699, 843, 850; r on until 487 (LL. donec
488); iii. prep. w.dat. before 191, 510, 519.
<rest> super!. adj. first 1029, 1030.
wren adj. bronze, made of bronze 202.
rn neut. building, house 760(N); acc.pI. renu 737.
scrind fern. ash-bark, bark of the ash tree, Fraxinus excelsior L. 129, 503, 526.
scbrote [partly wk fern.] ["ash-throat"] Verbena officinalis L., vervain; or Anchusa
officinalis L., alkanet; or (?)Ferula comniunis, giant fennel; (?)or Aegopodium
podagraria L., ground elder 124; str.acc.sg. ascrote 508.
t prep. w. dat. at 536, 558, 606(2x), 624, 1009; from 245.
0 <tbeon> anom.vb. to be present, be at hand 409 (IL. adesto 410).
e1e adj. excellent, fine, noble 24, 697.
elferingcwyrt [fern.] Stellaria holostea L., greater stitchwort; or Stellaria media L.,
common chickweed 513, 633; aetferbincwyrt 47; zce1feringwyrt 238;
cI)e1ferNIincwyrt 41(N).
<axs> fern. axe 135.
<afandian> H to prove, test, tiy. pa.ptc.adj.norn.sg.rnasc. afandad 532.
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afedan I to nurture, rear, nourish, feed; 1. 942 may mean specifically to suckle, nurse
925(N), 937, 942(N).
<afeormian> II to cleanse 959.
<agen> adj. own 937.
agrimonia see acremonia.
< agrindan> 3 to grind, grind up. pa.ptc.adj.acc.sg.fem. agrundene 813(N).
Agustus month of August 1029.
<ahon> 7 to hang imp.sg. ahoh 8; 3p1.pret.ind. ahengon (used of Christ's Crucifixion)
860.
<aid> Identification uncertain: either acc. or dat. of adl disease, sicknes, or of adj. eald
old ((i')used as subst.). aIde 592(N).
aid see also eald.
o <gealdian> II to grow old. pres.subj.sg. gealdige 487 (LL. seneam 488).
<alecgan> I to place, lay down 833.
o <aldordom> masc. Principality (order of angelic being). acc.pl. aldordomas 345 (LL.
principatus 346).
alehsandrie wk fern. alexanders, Smymium olusatnim L. 243; gen.sg. alexandrian 125,
983.
<alicgan> 5 to cease, fail, diminish. 3sg.pres.ind. aIiJ 78(N).
o < ahesan> I to free, let loose, deliver. irnp.sg. ahes 371 (U. libera 372).
all see call.
alomalt [neut.] malt for brewing ale 504.
• <Morford> [marc.] Alderford (unidentified place name) 558(N).
<aluwe> wk [fern.] aloe, Aloe (L.). acc.sg. aluwan 11(N), 164; gen.sg. alwan 1013.
• < ameldian> II to make known, pronounce, speak of. 3sg.pret.ind ameldodest 535,
557.
ampre wk fern. a species of Rumex L., dock or sorrel 124; acc.sg. ampron 159; gen.sg.
ompran 708; nom. (or acc.) p1. o[nllpran (a e swymman) ["ompre (the
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ones which float)"l a water lily, e.g. Nuphar lutea (L.) Sm., yellow water lily
204(N).
an adj., card. num., and pron. one, a 35, 60, 111, 194, 199 &c; acc.sg.masc. anne 15,
249, 604, 609, 699, 720; dat.sg.rnasc. anan 629; gen.pl. anra 373 (anra
gehwylc each one, every one LL. singula 374); alone 216, 593. Additionally
the roman numeral I ("one") is used in 880(2x).
an (prep.) see on.
< angcbreost> [neut., masc. or fern.] tightness of the chest 718.
angeltwcca (or -e) wk. [marc. or fern.] earthworm 675.
(4:) (?)aniht (?)adv. (may be a ml stake for ane niht) for a night, over night 225.
• < anmod> adj. resolute, fierce, single-minded 763.
o annis fern. Oneness, Unity 315 (LL. unitas 316), 317 (U. unitatis 318).
ansteallet adj. one-stalked, having one stem 958.
<apolder> fern. apple-tree (here probably Malus silvestris Miller, crab apple). gen.sg.
apold[rel 129.
o < apostol> marc. apostle 355 (U. apostolos 356).
Aprelis month of April 1029.
ar [neut.] bronze 149(N).
ancfnan I to endure 746.
o arfcst adj. merciful 409 (U. clemens 410).
arfet [neut.] bronze vessel 167, 168.
<ariman> I to recite, enumerate. pres.subj.sg. or imp.sg. arime 253.
<arod> [?masc.or ?neut.] (?)Arum maculatuni L., lords and ladies, cuckoo pint 17.
<asceafan> 6 to rub off, shave off. pa.ptc. ascafen 680.
o ascufan 2 to drive out, expel, banish 415(N) (cf U. retundas 416), 483 (U. trudere
484).
<asion> 1 to strain. imp.sg. asih 193, 195, 203; aseoh 168.
<asittan> 5 to sit 9.
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<aslean> 6 tocut753.
• aspringan 3(w. dat.) to spring up (with), flourish (with); or (?)spring up (from) 595(N).
<aswellan> 3 to swell 736.
• <atasan> I to smite, injure, wound 781.
<ateon' 2 to pull out, drawup 529.
attor neut. poison, venom 58, 100, 539, 546, 549, 550 &c; bitterness, sourness is perhaps
a conceivable alternative meaning for 568(N).
• attorgeblied [neut.] blister or other swelling caused by poison 588(N).
attorlae wk fern. ["(one) hateful/loathsome to poison"] Stachys officinalis L., betony
(possible only for 798); or Panicuni crus-galli L., cockspur; or a type of
nightshade - possibly black nightshade, Solanum nigruin L.); or possibly a
member of the fumitory family Fuinariaceae 210(N), 241, 798; (?)nom.pl.
attorlaDan 598(N); nom.sg. Attor1ae seo lasse ... seo mare "(?)AttorlaDe
the lesser ... (Attorlal,e) the greater" (identification of these two plants is
difficult) 555(N).
• < a> masc. oath 655.
<aDundennes> [fern.] swelling 975.
<ajweran> 4 to stir up, churn 246.
<awscan> 6 to wash 247.
aweg adv. away. (w. verb ofmotion understood) 23, 151.
<awringan> 3 to wring, strain (by wringing). imp.sg. awring 7; awringc 617.
<awritan> 1 to write. 93.
<awyllan> I to boil 137; irnp.sg. awyl 56; awyll 28.
<axe> wk [fern.] ash, ashes 696; dat.sg. orpL aisan 600.
o bc [neut.] back 429 (LL. terga 430).
o <bgan> I to bend, turn. pa.ptc.adj.dat.pJ. gebigdum 465 (LL. totuosis 466).
<brnan> I to burn 617, 629, 635, 802, 806, 818.
<gebaernan> I to burn. irnp.sg. (orpres.subj.sg.) gebrne 683.
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• BteIeem Bethlehem 852.
ban neut. bone 135(2x), 429 (LL. ossibus 430), 780.
<bancou, (-a)> [fern. (or possibly wk masc.)] pernicious or mortal disease 661(N).
<bansealf> fern. bone-salve, salve for (broken) bones 123.
banwyrt [fern.] ["bone-wort"l (?)Beffis perennis L., daisy; or (?)Centaurium erythraea
Rafn., common centaury; or Symphytum officinalis L., common comfrey; or a
species of Viola, violet; or (?)Ruscus aculeatus L., butcher's broom 154(N).
<bar> [masc.] boar 133.
'<basu> adj. crimson, purple. wkdat.sg.neut. basewan 585.
<batigean> II to recover from ill health, get better. 3p1.pres.ind. batigea 798.
be prep. w. dat. according to 120, 1024; by, beside 257, 837; be dzle a little 842.
be 881 see beon, wesan.
<bean> fern. bean, perhaps especially Vicia faba L., broad-bean 1024. acc.pl. beana
1024; acc. (or norn.) p1. beane 813.
0 ar> [rnasc.J beard 395 (LL. barbe 396).
beam neut. child 892, 934, 937, 942; mid bearne with child, pregnant 930.
<gebeatan> 7 to beat 698.
<bebicgan> I to sell 938, 940; pres.subj.pl. bebicgan 940.
<bebindan> 3 to bind up 14.
<becuman> 4 to reach 1034; on ... becymj comes upon, besets 998.
gebed neut prayer, incantation 85, 147, 295, 627, 953.
<bedelfan> 3 to dig around 604.
<gebedsealm> rnasc. precatory psalm 113.
befon 7 to grip, surround 55, 918.
< befylgan> I (w.dat) to persevere with, pursue 845.
<began> 7 to practise, perform 845.
<begen> pron. both. gen. beigra 556; bega 737.
begytan 5 to get, acquire 57, 657.
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• <behealdan> 7 to look on, take heed, beware (precise meaning in context uncertain)
594.
belone wk. fern. Hyoscyamus niger L., henbane 233; nom.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pL]
belenan 127; gen.sg. beolonan 984.
benedicte [(?)wk. fern.] (?)Geum urbanum L., herb bennet 236(N).
beolone see belone.
beon, wesan anorn. vb. to be. infin. beon 130, 194, 1021; wesan 1018; 3sg.pres.ind. bib
31, 160, 206, 221, 525 &c; is 19, 24, 47, 93, 102 &c; 3p1.pres.ind. beob 16,
999; synd 5, 711; syndon 660, 1026; pres.subj.sg. be 881(N); beo 137, 166,
1023; beo on setle pres.subj.sg. has set (of the sun) 75; seo 930; si 630, 682,
934; sie 687, 710, 765; sy 2, 8, 10, 21, 22 &c; pres.subj.pI. sie 509; irnp.sg.
beo 389 (beo bo : LL. esto 390), 411 (beo bu LL. esto 412), 531; westo (w.
enclitic pron. -to = bu) 389 (LL.. esto 390); westu (w. enclitic pron. -tu = I")
787; 2sg.pret.ind. ware 651; 3sg.pret.ind. ws 122, 852, 969(2x);
3p1.pret.ind. wran 762, 763, 878, 917; pret.subj.sg. ware 779(2x), 780(2x),
781, 782(2x), 783; w. prep. on to have (an affliction), suffer from, be afflicted
by. 3sg.pres.ind bib on 39(N).
beor [neut] a sweet, highly alcoholic drink made from honey and the juice of a fruit other
thangrapesl52(N), 181, 197, 199.
<beordrieste> wk [fern.] lees, dregs/sediment of beor 668.
beotigean II to get better 807.
beran 4 tobear, carry. 111;tobear(achild) 892.
• <benedan> I to consult about, deliberate upon, plan 767(N).
berbene [?wkfern.] vervain, Verbena officinalis L. 240.
< berecan> I to cause to smoke, smoke 529.
berehaim [neut.] barley-stem, barley-straw 503.
beren adj. barley, of barley, Hordeum vulgare L. beren (meala/mela) barley (meal) 72,
208, 229(N); dat.sg.masc. berenan 956(N).
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<berendan> I to husk 180, 190.
<berge> wk. [fern.] berry. norn.pl. bergean 800.
<geberst> [neut.] bursting 670.
<bescafan> 6 to scrape thoroughly. imp.sg bescf 189.
<beseon> 5 to look round, look back 949.
< bestrican> 1 to mark, to make a stroke; bestric ... ymbutan mark a stroke ... around
967.
<beswean> I to wrap up, cover up, wind round 677.
bete wk fern. beet, beetroot, Beta vulgaris L. 7, 54, 124, 221, 678; acc.sg. [norn.sg.] bete
957; acc.sg. beton 215, 231; dat.sg. beton 216.
<betonice>, -a wk [fern.] (-a, if not wk. masc., is a Lat. inflexion) betony, Stachys
officinalis (L.) Trev. norn.sg. betomca 47; norn.sg. [acc.sg. or (?)norn.pl.J
betonican 125, 154, 236; acc.sg. betonican (7)204, 210, 508, 512(norn. p1.?),
613, 723, 732; bettonican 719; gen.sg. betonican 224, 501, 690, 704, 983.
betweonan, 0 betwin prep. w. acc. and dat. between. w. acc. betweonan 533; w. dat.
betwin 397(LL.).
<bean> I to bathe 685; to bathe (specifically in a vapour bath) 525; to foment, apply a
medical preparation 601, 667, 674.
<beDian> H to warm (7)607(N), 843.
<beingc> fern. fomentation 522.
<bewindan> 3 to wrapup 833.
<bewreon > 2 to cover. pa.ptc. bewrogen 518.
<bewyllan> I to boil away, reduce by boiling 732.
o <biddan> 5 to ask, pray 319 (LL. quaeso 320), 327 (LL. peto 328), 357 (LL. peto 358).
<gebiddan> 5 to pray. irnp.sg. w. reflexive acc. or dat. gebide 856, 857, 858(2x, once
without reflexive).
o < biferan> I to pass over, pass by, omit 473 (LL. preteribi 474).
<bindan> 3 to bind 73, 84, 632, 675.
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binnan prep.w.dat. within (temporal) 1035, 1037.
<birgenn> fem. grave, burial-place 925; acc.sg. byrgenne 926. (Cf. gebyrgenn).
bisceopwyrt fern. [bishopwortH] (?)Althaea officinalis L., marsh mallow 201, 204,
237(N), 499, 507, 817, 834; biscopwyrt 714, 1004; biscupwyrt 50; gen.sg.
biscopwyrte 984. For 698 see seo brade biscopwyrt.
<seo brade biscopwyrt> ["the broad bishop-won"] a plant name, but identification is
difficult - possibly another species of mallow 697-8. (Cf bisceopwyrt)
< bIc, blac > adj. black, dark 85, 627, 635, 938; gen.sg.masc. blicces 240(N);
norn.pl.fem. blaco 800.
0 <bhcdre> wk. [fern.] bladder 467 (LL. uisicam 468).
• <geblawan> 7 toblow 597.
' blece> [masc. or neut.] an itching skin disease characterized by depigmentation (e.g.
vitiligo, psoriasis) dat.sg. blece 977.
< bledan > I to bleed pres.ptc.adj.wk.nom.sg.masc. bledenda 604; bledende pres.ptc.
adj.wkacc.sg.rnasc. ([or expected bledendan) 63.
blegen fern. blain, swelling, ulcer 85, 627(N), 635, 664.
<bico> [neut.] colour 942.
<bletsian> II tobless 115.
<blinnan> 3 to cease. 3sg.pres.ind. blinneb 829.
° blie adj. joyous, joyful 497 (LL. letus 498).
blod [neut.] blood 431 (LL. sanguinem 432), 690, 780, 843, 1027, 1032.
<geblodgian> H to make bloody. imp.sg. geblodga 754.
<blosma> wk [masc.] flower 26(4x).
<blowan> 7 to bloom, flower. 3sg.pres.ind. bIowe 158.
<bocfell> neut. parchment 918.
(?)bol [?rnasc.] bole, trunk, stem. acc.sg. bol 177(N).
<bolla> wk marc. bowl 196, 514, 689, 727, 750; acc.pl. bolan 705.
bot [fern.] remedy, cure 65, 556, 563, 574, 784(2x), 785, 927, 928, 929.
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boben [masc. or neut.] Rosmarinus officinalis L., rosemary; or Chrysanthemum segetum
L., corn marigold 223(N), 237, 515, 520, 748.
<brad> adj. broad 165, 697.
bradbisceopwyrt [fern.] ["broad bishop-wort"] a plant name, but identification is
difficult (cf bisceopwyrt and particularly seo brade biscopwyrt - a
broad-leafed variety?) 41(N).
bradeleac [neut.] ["broad-leek"] Allium ursinum L., rarusoms, wild garlic; or Allium
porrum L., cultivated leek; or another species of Allium; or (?)Thymus
praecox subsp. brittanicus (Ronnger) Holub, wild thyme 128.
< gebrcan> 4 to break. imp.sg. gebrac 683.
<bradan> I to roast, grill. pa.ptc.adj.acc.pLneut. gebriedde 677(N).
<bnegen> [neut.] brain 407 (LL. ceotro 408), 972.
bncmbelleaf [neut.] bramble-leaf, leaf of Rubus fruticosus L., blackberry, bramble 639.
<briemelberie> wk [fern.] "bramble-berry", fruit of Rubus fruticosus L., blackberry,
bramble. (?)dat.pl. bncmelberian 74(N).
brab masc. vapour 611.
° < brew> [masc.] eye-lid or eye-brow 399 (LL palpebris 400).
brand masc. piece of wood 753, 754.
<bredan> 3 to pull, wrench 606.
breost [neut., masc. or fern.] chest 447 (LL. pectus 448); dat.pl.(w. sg. sense) breostan
71; gen.pl. breosta may rather mean breasts. 974.
o () breostban [neut.] breast-bone 447(11. pectusculum 448).
<breostnyrwett> [neut.] constriction of the chest 1021(N).
<breostwriec> [rnasc.] breast-pain, chest-pain. dat.sg. breostwnece 700.
<gebreowan> 2 to brew 504.
<bringcadl> [fern.] (?)breast-disease/chest-disease. dat.sg. bringcadle 615(N).
briw rnasc. pottage, thick soup 207, 212, 215, 216, 229, 231(2x).
briw)icce adj. thick as pottage/thick soup, of a thick, paste-like consistency 1023(N).
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<broc> [masc.] brook, stream 949.
brocminte [wk. fern.] ["brook-mint"] Mentha aquatica L., water mint 50.
<bringan> 3 to bring 917.
0 <bru> [fern.] (?)eye-lid, (?)eye-lash, (?)eye-brow 399 (LL. tautonibus 400).
<brucan > 2 to use, partake 116.
brun adj. brown 141(N), 144, 585.
brunwyrt [fern.] ["brown/dark/shining-wort"] (?)Scrophularia aunculata L., water
figwort, water betony; or (?)Scrophularia nodosa L., common figwort; or
(?)Asplenium ceterach L., rustyback fern; or (?)Asplenium scolopendrium L.,
hart's-tongue fern; or (?)Prunella vulgaris L., sell-heal 41(N), 154, 617;
brunewyrt 240, 673.
• bryd> [fern.] bride, wile, woman. nom.pl. bryde 544.
• <(?)bryodian> II meaning unknown; possibly the verb ought to be bryodwian to
trample, tread upon. 3pl.pret.ina' bryodedon ((?)an error for bryodwedon)
544(N).
bufan prep. w. acc. or dat. upon, on top of, over 647.
• bugan 2 to turn, go 569.
0 <(?)burs> [fern.] bag, pouch, here probably denotes scrotum. acc.sg. burse 457(N)
(U. marsem 458).
• buruh fern. town, city 852.
buta adj. both 603.
butan conj. and prep. w.dat. 1. conj. unless 65; except 641; ii. prep.w.dat. without 40.
<butere> wk fern. butter 9, 56, 60, 136, 160 &c.
<gebyrgan> I (Sv.gen.) to eat, taste 950.
byrgenn see birgenn.
() < gebyrgenn > fern. grave, burial-place 938.
<byrnan> 3 to burn. 3sgpres.ind. byrne 78.
o byrne wkfern. byrnie, coat of mail 411(LL. lurica 412), 419 (LL. lurica 420).
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0 <ctece> [wk fern.] jawbone 401 (LL. maxillis 402).
0 <cmpa> wk. [masc.] warrior. 351 (LL. agonithetas 352), 357 (LL. athletas 358);
dat.pl. czmppum 339(N) (LL. milibus 340).
ctesterasc see ceastertese.
camb see wulfes camb.
cammuc see commuc.
cassuc [(?)masc.] Deschampsia cespitosa (L.) Beauv., tufted hair grass (or other species of
grass); or Carex L., sedge 107, 802, 804, 817; cassoc 239.
1 cassucleaf [neut.] ["cassUC leaf"] blade of Aira cespitosa (L) Beauv., tufted hair grass
(or other species ofgrass); or blade of Carex L., sedge 698.
cawelleaf [neut.] ["cawel leaf'] leaf of a species of cabbage, perhaps especially
Brassica oleracea L., wild cabbage 638.
cawelsied [neut.] ["cawel seed"] seed of a species of cabbage, perhaps especially
Brassica oleracea (L.), wild cabbage 982(N).
cawlic ? (?)a species of cabbage, Brassica L. 239(N).
ceac [marc.] jug, pitcher, bowl 248, 257.
ceald adj. cold6ll, 670, 685, 830, 991.
<cealf> [neut. or marc.] calf 679.
cealre (= caiwer) [marc.] substance made from sour milk, possibly a kind of cheese,
yoghurt, curds, or whey 667(2x).
ceap marc. cattle, livestock, goods 803, 804, 805, 807, 850.
cearfihle see cyrfille.
ceastersc [marc.] ["fort/town-ash", but see n. to 511] Helleborus niger L., Christmas
rose; or Veratrum album L., white false hellebore; or Daphne mezereuni L,
mezereon 511(N), 527; cstersc 809; gen.sg. ceasteraxsan 516(N) is an
erroneous wk fern. for,n.
cellebenie, celbenie see ciIenige.
<ceorfan> I to cut, cut off. imp.sg. ceorof (or read ceorf [ofi "cut oft") 63(N).
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• <ceorran> 3 to creak 3p1.pret.ind. curran 543(N).
<cepemann> [masc.] trader 938.
cerfille see cyrfille.
cerse see cyrse.
cicel masc. small cake, here a small cake-like poultice 530, 531, 534.
<cicen> [neut.] chicken. For 50 see cicena mete.
cicena mete ["chickens' food"] Stellaria media (L) Vu., common chickweed 50.
did Ineut.] child 925, 932, 937.
ciienge wk. fern. Chelidoniuin majus L., greater celandine; or possibly (particularly for
605 - see n.) Ranunculus ficaria L., lesser celandine 124; cyleenie 239;
acc.sg. cellejenian 202; cyleenigean 620, 622; gen.sg. ce1enian 188;
cileenigan 605(N).
o <cinban> [neut.] chin-bone, jaw-bone 401(LL. maxilhis 402).
cing masc. king 969.
o <cinn> [neut.] chin 395 (U. mento 396).
<cirice> wk [fern.] church. dat.sg. ciricean 111; cyrican 934.
ci [rnasc.] shoot, (?)root (see notes) 126(N), 239, 607(N).
<clacman> I to smear. imp.sg. clam 166, 730; ciame 614.
chcne adj. clean, pure 10, 56, 60(2x), 639, 959, 1022.
cIine adv. clean, fully 110, 189, 247, 533.
<chiensian> II to cleanse, purify 504.
clam masc. paste (of clayey, muddy consistency), poultice 730, 738, 739.
date wk fern. Arctium Lappa L., greater burdock; (or Galium aparine L., cleavers,
goosegrass (but probably only a possibility in 499)) 49(N), 125(N), 152(N),
499, 528(N).
claJ masc. cloth 2, 14, 15, 17, 38 &c.
ciifwyrt [fern.] Arctium lappa L., greater burdock 1007.
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<cute> wk fern. (?)Arctiuni lappa L., greater burdock; or (?)Galium aparine L., cleavers,
goosegrass. acc.sg. [cJli[tjan 816(N). For 223 see seo lancg cute.
< seo lancg cite > ["the tall cute" or "the long cite"] (?)Arctium lappa L., greater
burdock; or (?)Galium aparine L., cleavers, goosegrass acc.sg. a Iancge
cliton 223.
<cIil,a> wk rnasc. poultice 71, 73, 629, 632.
diwyrt fern. Arctium lappa L., greater burdock, ((?)or Galium aparine L., cleavers,
goosegrass) 798. For 742 see seo smale clilnvyrt.
< seo smale dlibwyrt > fern. ["the small dibwyrt"] Galium aparine L., cleavers,
goosegrass 742.
c1ofung [?masc.] Ranunculus sceleratus L., celery-leaved crowfoot (see n.) 789;
cIufning 125(N).
<clufu> [fern.] clove (of garlic). acc.pI. clufa 140.
<clufeht> adj. bulbous, bulbed (see wenwyrt) 499; wkacc.sg.fern. clufehton 212.
c1uung see cIofung.
clyfian II to adhere, stick 631.
<gecnedan> 5 to knead 790(N).
cneow neut. knee 613; acc.pl. cneo 437 (LL genua 438).
<cneowrc> [rnasc.] knee-pain, pain in the knee. dat.sg. cneowrce 162; cneowwrce
976.
cneowholen [masc? or neut?] ["knee-holly"] Ruscus aculeatus L., butcher's broom 41,
526.
cneowwrc see cneowrc.
<cnucian> II to pound, beat 1, 7, 32, 35, 37 &c; pres.subj.sg. cnocie 135; imp.sg. cnoca
841; pa.ptc.nom. or acc.pLneut gecnucude 662.
<gecnucian> II to pound, beat 162, 190, 202, 225, 523, 634, 733, 789, 800, 826.
<cocc> marc. cock, cockerel 44.
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.< coelnes> [fern.] coolness, comfort, consolation (i')dat.sg. coelnesse 497(N) (LL.
refrigeria 498).
cal adj. cool, co1d525, 691.
colian II to cool, grow cold 531, 653, 996; (?,)3sg.pres.ind. (probably describes lessening
intensity ofpain) colia 78(N).
commuc [neut.? or rnasc.?] Peucidanuni officinale L., hog's fennel 789; gen.sg.
cammuces 517.
° <compweorod> [neut.] army 329 (LL. militige).
corn neut. seed, grain. 826; corn (hard growth on the hoof) 883; grain (of earth), and/or
source, cause. 941(N).
cost [?rnasc. or ?neut] costmary, Tanacetuin balsamita L. 51, 957, 989; for 242 see
)Encglisc cost.
<costung> fern. affliction, temptation, trial 102(N), 978.
<crawan >7 to crow (of a cockerel). pres.subj.pL crawan 44.
• <crt> [neut] cart, chariot. norn.pL crate 543(N).
<Creda> wk[masc.] Creed,AthanasianCreedlol0, 1011.
Crist [masc.J Christ 355 (LL. Cristi), 363 (LL. Cristus), 592, 852, 855, 860, 862;
(?)dat.sg. ((?) or Lat. voc.sg.) Criste 936(N).
< (?)cristalle, (?)-a> wk [?] the plant "Crystallium", (7)Plantago arenaria Waldst. &
Kit., branched plantain; (?) or a species of fleawort or fleabane 107(N).
<Cristesnuel> neut. sign of Christ (i.e. a cross) 804.
cropleac [neut.] ["bunch-leek"] Allium porrum L., cultivated leek; or Alliuni vineale L.,
crow garlic; or (for 11. 207, 506 only) Allium sativum L., garlic 201, 205, 207,
506.
<cu> [fern.] cow. gen.sg. cu 942; dat.sg. cy 245.
<cubutere> wk fern. (or treat as two wordr, cu butere) butter made from cow's milk
165(N).
cucelere rnasc. spoon 695, 990; dat.sg. cucylere 814.
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cudu [neut.] mastic (hwit) cudu ((white) cudu) 989(N).
<cuman> 4 to come 65, 589, 565, 590, 640, 650, 654, 935, 999; 3p1.pret.ind. coman
653.
cumb [masc.J measure (of liquid), vessel, cup, bowl 504.
<cumicge> wk fern. (or treat as two words, Cu micge) cow's urine 99(N).
• <cunnan> pret.-pres. to be able, know how to, can. pretsubj.sg. cuje 658.
<Cuppe> wkfem. cup 691, 1010, 1022(2x).
CUppeful [masc.? or neut. ?J cupful 607(N).
<curmealle> wk. fern. a species of Centaurea L., knapweed, or Blackstonia perfoliata
(L.) Hudson, yellow-wort; or Centaurium eiythraea RaIn., common centauiy
98, 186, 517, 616, 828.
curran see ceorran.
<cuslyppe> wk. fern. ["cow's-slop"] cowslip, Primula veris L. 523, 712.
• <cwclan> 4 die. pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.neut. cwe[Ilendum 932(N).
• <cwen> [fern.] queen, woman, wile. nom.pl. cwene 543.
cwelmn 5 to say, declare 77, 115, 651, 850, 851, 874 &c; irnpers.3sg.pres.ind. cweb is
related, is recounted 646(N).
cwic adj. alive, living 934; dat.sg.neut. cwican 932.
<cwicbeamen> adj. ["of living wood", "of quick-beam"] made of Sorbus aucuparia L.,
mountain-ash, rowan; or Sorbus torminalis (L) Crantz, wild service tree; or
Ulmus glabra Hudson, wych elm; or Juniperus communis L., juniper 143.
cwice (fern.] ["living"J Elymus repens (L.) Gould, couch-grass 126, 155; nom.sg. quice
50.
cwicrind [fern.] ["living-bark"] bark of Sorbus aucuparia L., mountain ash, rowan; or
Ulmus glabra Hudson, iych elm; or Juniperus communis L, juniper 503.
cwurnstan masc. mill-stone 609.
cyle [rnasc.] cold, coolness, chill 1000.
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<cylendre> wk. [fern.] Coriandrum sativuin L., coriander 796; gen.sg. cylle[n]dran
982(N).
cylej,enie, cyIeenige see ci1enige.
cymen [neut.] Caruin carvi L., caraway; or Cununum cyminum L., cumin (in 988 it is
likely that cymen is equated with the Lot. wordfor cinnamon - see n.) 51, 242,
506, 988(N).
cyn(n) neut. kind, type 27, 158, 169, 660.
<cyperen> ad]. copper, made of copper. dat.sg.masc. cyperenan 1002.
<cyrfille> wk. fern. a species of chervil, e.g. Anthriscus caucalis Bieb, bur chervil. 117,
714; nom.sg. cearfille 48; gen.sg. cerfillan 840.
cyrice see cirice.
cyrnel [neut.] glandular swelling, or other hard swelling 877, 881; acc.pL cyrnla 954(N).
cyrse [wk fern.] a species of cress, perhaps especially Nasturtium officinale R Br., green
water-cress; or Lepidum sativum L., garden cress 836; for 598 and for cerse
126 see lambes cerse.
<cyslybb> [neut.] rennet 178.
<cytel> [masc.J kettle, cauldron 1002.
• <cyan> I to make known, proclaim, become known 936(N).
died fern. deed 854, 860, 861.
daeg masc. day 45, 64, 73, 167, 213 &c.
dad masc. portion, deal, part, piece, quantity, amount 118, 120, 166, 224, 517, 701,
732(N), 938; sliver 777(N); be dale a little, a certain amount 842.
<deab> [marc.] death 1036.
o dealicnes fern. mortality, deadliness 323 (LL. mortalitas 324).
<December> month of December. Decembris (Lat gen.sg. infiexion) 1031.
<delfan> 3 to dig up 532, 694.
o < deobol> neut. devil. norn.pl. deoblu 375 (LL. demones 376).
• <deor> neut. beast, animal 654(N).
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• derian II(w. dat.) to damage, hurt 656.
due [rnasc.] dill, Anetbum graveolens L. 32, 238, 700, 981; gen.sg. dyles 26.
< dimnes > [fern.] dimness of sight, impairment of vision 974(N); acc./gen./dat.sg.
dymnesse 34.
() < disme > ((?) or disma) wk. [fern.] some kind of fragrant substance, probably a plant
(perhaps one that smells like musk) 107.
<docce> wk. [fern.] broad-leaved dock, Rumex obtusifolius L. 995.
dolh neut. wound, sore, tumour. acc.sg. dolh 98(N); acc.pl. dolh 97; this word might also
occur in the dat.sg. as dolge in 952).
dolhrune wk. fern. ["wound-(?)witch"] Parietaria officinalis L., parietaria 28, 156, 616.
don anom.vb. to put, place 7, 12, 13, 14, 22 &c; pres.subj.sg. de 601, 603; imp.sg. doa
816(N); doo 749; to do 10, 64, 532, 648, 686, 717, 721, 739, 807, 1012(2x); to
give 701(second); to take, use 694(second), 986; to add, put (in) 72, 119, 128,
132, 143 &c; to make 694(Irst), 739; usages w. advs. don to to add, put in
243; do in put in, add 723; do in put ... in, add 160, 180, 524, 525; do of
takeoff,remove56;do...onput...in,apply29;do...onput...on,apply
257, 709; on de puts on 601, 603; do ... to add ... (to), add 57, 675, 707, 818,
1013; do ... to apply ... (to), apply 73; w. tosomne to put together, (?)mix 17,
62, pa.ptc. don 137.
<gedon> anom.vb. to ensure, cause to occur 748; to put, place 794.
<dor> [neut.] door, gate 818.
<dora> wk [marc.] bumble-bee 19, 37.
dott marc. head of a blain or swelling 632.
dracanse [wk fern.] Dracunculus vulgaris Schott, dragon arum; or possibly Polygonum
bistorta L., bistort, snake-root 239(N).
drnc marc. drink 42, 102, 179, 187, 196 &c; acc.sg. drenc 44, 723; dat.sg. drence 725;
acc.pL dranceas 71, 521; liquid 827.
<drste> wk [fern.] residue, sediment, lees 662.
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<dreahnian> II to drain, strain 996.
drenc see dnenc.
gednf [fern.] fever 959.
<drifan> 1 to drive (an animal) 818.
<drigan> I to dry. pres.subj.sg. drige 1024; imp.sg. drig 846; dryg 739; drige 81.
drige adj. dry 980.
<drignes> fern. dryness 1001.
Drihten [rnasc.] the Lord (Christian God) 115, 571,787.
drincan 3 to drink 44, 45, 53, 73(N), 101 &c; infin. drincon 213.
gedrincan S(w. acc. and gen.) to drink 92, 100, 222(N).
< dropa > wk masc. drop 15; (?)gout, (?)rheuni, (?)swelling resulting from the
accumulation of a bodily humour 80(N).
drygan see drigan.
<drypan> I to let drip, drip. irnp.sg. dryp 17; imp.sg. (orpres.subj.sg.) drype 15.
<dugan> pret.-pres. to avail, be strong, be good. 3sg.pres.ind deah 29, 693, 995.
() ° < duguj,meht> [fern.] Supreme power, Power (an order of angelic being). acc.pl.
dugumehte 345 (U. potestates 346).
<dunhunig> [neut.] downiand honey or mountain honey; or (?)dun-coloured honey
38(N).
0< duru> [fern.] door, opening, bodily orifice 477(N) (U. foribus 478).
dust [neut.] powder 181, 241, 502, 599, 630 &c.
dweoEgedwosle wk fern. ["dwarf-dwosle"] Mentha pulegium L., pennyroyal 54; nom.sg.
[acc.sg. or (?)norn.pl.] dweorgedwoslan 49; acc.sg. dweorgedwosflan 1004.
dweorh [rnasc.] fever (perhaps especially convulsive fever) (?)and/or (?)dwar.f (i.e.
creature believed to cause illness) 619, 621, 644(N).
dyle see due.
dymnes see dimnes.
ea fern. water, stream, river 593, 837.
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eac adv. also 791, 793, 796, 816.
• <eadig> adj. fortunate, wealthy 574.
() <eadocce> wk [fern.] ["water/river-dock"] Nuphar Sm., water lily 59.
cage wk neut. eye 5(2x), 12, 13, 15 &c; 379 (LL. conas 380); 391 (LL. oculis 392); dat.pl.
eagan 169.
o <eahring> [rnasc.] iris (of the eye). dat.pl. eahringum 399 (LL. rotis 400).
eahsealf fern. eye-salve, salve for the eye 13, 14, 19, 24, 164; dat.sg. ehsealfe 11.
eahta card. num. eight 661. Additionally the roman numeral Vifi is used in 879(2x).
<geeahtian> 11 to assess the value 807.
<eahwyrc> [rnasc.] eye-pain, pain of the eye 24, 200.
eal(l) adj., pron, adv. and [neut.] subst. 1. adj. all, whole nom.sg.fern. call 246;
nom.sg.neut. cal 596; caIne acc.sg.masc. 790, 853; alne 475 (LL. totum 476);
acc.sg.fem. ealle 44; acc.sg.neut. cal 251, 638; call 56, 137; norn.pl.rnasc.
ealle 595; acc.pLmasc. aIle 357 (LL. omnes 358); acc.pl.fem. eallc 41, 109,
131, 189, 190, 233, 247, 720, 990; acc.pl.fern. alle 467 (IL. pantas 468);
acc.pl.neut. ealle 135, (?)177, 524, 1068; acc.pl.neut. alle 371 (LL. omnes
372); gen.pl. callra 244; calra 128, 986; dat.pL callum 102; eal[l]um 970; ii.
pron. all. acc.pl.fem. eallc 159, 210; acc.pl.neut. callc 130, 134, 213, 224,
634, 698, 813; gen.pl. calra 54, 123, 201, 508, 742, 789, 793, 841. dat.pl.
eallum 545, 574; iii. adv. fully, quite. call 2; iv. in adverbial phrases. ofer
call (?)imineasurably, (?)anywhere, (?)everywhere 78(N); cal swa miccie swa
just as big as 800; mid calic altogether, entirely 683, 684; v. neut. subst. all,
everything, the whole call 128, 132, 137, 173, 1004; cal 802.
eala neut. ale, a malt-based alcoholic drink (see also mealtcala) acc.sg. cala 182, 190,
224, 225, 518(2x) &c; gen.sg. ealab 504, 695; caloJ 509, 699; dat.sg. ealaD
43(N), 82(N), 193, 216, 218 &c; eaIoJ 686.
cald adj. old, mature 133, 136, 142(2x), 599, 638, 668, 679; dat.sg.masc. ealdum 738;
dat.sg.neut. aldum 723.
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ealhtre wk. fern. Lupinus L., lupin 205, 241, 526; elehtre 809, 812; nom.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or
nom.pL] ealhtran 127; acc.sg. elehtran 614, 633, 817.
eaHinga adv. entirely, altogether 296.
ealswa adv. likewise, just so 602.
care wk neut. ear 93(2x), 96, 395 (LL. auribus 396), 603, 647(2x), 962, 974; dat.sg. or
acc. or dat.pl. earon 697.
earm masc. arm 220, 421 (LL. brachia 422), 619, 621.
<earm> adj. wretched, poor, needy 574.
<earn> [rnasc.] eagle 143.
() 0 earsenda [neut.] p1. buttocks. acc.pl. earsenda 433 (LL. nates 434).
east adv. east, to the east 856, 1010.
eastan adv. from the east 542, 589, 598.
<easteweard> adj. eastward part of. dat.pl.neut. easteweardan 131.
eawyrt [fern.] ["water-wort", "nver-wort"] (?)Arctiuin lappa L., greater burdock 1007(N).
O <eail> [fern.] shoulder. acc.pl. earle 421 (IL. humeros 422).
o <ccc> adj. eternal, perpetual (see also ccc below) wkgen. or dat.sg.fem. ecn 359(N)
(U. eterna 360).
o ccc [masc.] pain ((?)or nom.sg.neut. or fern. of adj. ccc) 485(N) (LL. languor 486).
eced masc. vinegar 11, 72, 170, 171, 662, 675, 680, 684, 751.
edre see tedre.
efenfela indeci. subst. (w. gen) an equal amount, as many 128, 202, 244, 737, 742, 789,
841, 987.
<efenlaste> wk fern. Mercurialis perennis L., dog's mercuty; or Mercurialis annua L.,
annual mercury 1(N).
efeninicel indecl. subst (is'. gen.) just as much, an equal amount 42, 508; euenmiccl 55.
o < efcnwcxan> 7 to grow together. pres.ptc. cfenwexendc 439 (LL. concrcscentes 440).
<efere> wk. [fern.] a plant name, but the identification is unknown. acc.sg. eferjon
175; nom.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] hcferban 127.
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eferj rote see eoforrote.
efic see ifig.
eft adv. again, a second time, afterwards 64, 73, 139, 171, 173 &c; back 769.
0 ege [marc.] fear, terror 365 (LL. timor 366).
Egiptiaci Egyptian 1026 (LS gyptiacum) w. Lat. norn.pI. inflexion.
<eglian> II (w.dat.) to afflict, trouble 635; 3p1.pres.ind. eiglia 169; pres.subj.pL eglian
1009.
dc [masc. orneut.] oil 9,51, 57, 171,677, 729, 790, 1013.
elehtre see ealhtre.
elene wk fern. Inula helenium L., elecampane 117, 125, 615, 697, 834, 995; acc.sg.
eolonan 208, 212, 229; norn.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] colonan 204; acc.sg.
eolonon 201.
<ellen> [neut.] elder, Sambucus nigra L. 83.
ellenrind fern. bark of elder, Sainbucus nigra L. 189, 836.
elles adv. else. cUes hwat anything else 851.
o <em> [fern.] fore-arm. acc.pl. elne 423 (LL. ulnas 424).
°<elnboga> wk [maw.] elbow. dat.pl. elnbogan 423(N) (cf IL. cubis 424).
<endwerc> [neut] pain in the buttocks 743.
() <eofole> wk [?fem.] (?)Sainbucus ebulus L., dwarf elder, danewort 516.
<eofor> [marc.] boar 682.
eoforfearn neut. ["boar-fern"] Polypodiuin vulgare L., polypody 176, 812, 1003, 1020.
eofolj) rote wk. fern. ["boar-throat"] Carlina vulgaris L., carline thistle; or Carlina acaulis
L., stemless carline thistle 40, 124, 242, 986; eferbrote 835; gen.sg.
eferbrotan 995.
eolone see elene.
<eorj)e> wk [fern.] earth, ground 78, 523, 526.
<eorj)gealta> wk. masc. ["earth-gall"] Centaurium erythraea Raft., common centaury
688, 846; norn.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] eorgeallan 80; gen.sg. 981.
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eorj)ifig [neut.] ["earth-ivy"] Glechoma hederacea L., ground ivy 719.
eorjrnafala wk. masc. ["earth-navel"] Asparagus officinalis L., wild asparagus; or
Umbilicus rupestris (Salisb.) Dandy, naveiwort; or Cyclamen purpurascens
Miller, sowbread 51; acc.sg. eorjrnafelan 638. For 175 see se micla
eornafoIa.
< se micla eorjnafola> ["the great earth-navel"] a plant name, but identification is
dIfl cult. acc.sg. miclan eorjnafolan 175(N).
() °<eosen> ? intestines, entrails 465 (LL. intestinis 466).
esa 782, 784 see os.
etan 5 to eat 172, 174, 209, 213, 214 &c.
euenmicel see efenmicel.
• cx fern. brain 8(N), 973(N).
()° <exe> wkfem. brain. dat.sg. exon 391 (LL. cerebro 392).
feder [masc.] father 77(N).
<fdm> fern. a cubit (measure of length) 187.
• <fcge> adj. doomed, dead (i.e. here premature or aborted) dat.sg.neut. fLegan 933.
<fincyrse> wk [fern.] ["fen-cress"] Nasturtium officinale R.Br., watercress nom.sg.
[acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.J fencyrsan 4.
<ferIic> adj. sudden 499.
<fierspryng> [rnasc.] sudden/dangerous pustule or ulcer 58.
<fersteorfa> wk [marc.] sudden death, murrain 809, 816.
<faerstice> [marc.] sudden (and severe) stabbing pain 760(N).
ficrunga adv. suddenly 832.
°<fest> adj. firm, secure 363 (LL. firmum 364).
o <flestnian> II to flisten, fix, bind 417(N) (cf LL. fingunt 418).
o <gefstnian> U to secure, fix confirm (a pact) 363 (LL. fereat 364).
fat neut. vessel 202, 251, 721, 1004, 1011.
fate1s neut. vessel 168.
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<ftett> adj. fat, fatty. cornp.acc.sg.rnasc. fiettron 222.
fald [rnasc.] (pig-)pen, sty, fold 818.
fam neut. foam (here of a snail or slug) 959.
<fanthalig> adj. "font-holy", i.e. holy after having been consecrated in a font 141.
fanu sir. fern. (also wk fern. uane) Ins L., iris. str.nom.sg. fanu 836; wknom.sg. uane 124;
nom.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] fanan 241.
• <faran> 6 to go, travel. 3sg.pres.ind. fcr (on metrical grounds either for fre or -
perhaps more likely - a mistaken scribal substitution for ferej - see feran
below) 540(N).
<fearr> masc. bull, or ox 133, 544.
<gefeccean> I to fetch 108.
feferfuge wk. fern. feverfew, Tanacetuni parthenium (L.) Schullz Bip.; or (questionably for
616) Centaurium erythraea Rafli., common centaury, or Centaurium
puichellum (Swartz) Druce, lesser centaury 834, 836; feferfuige 760(N);
feuerfuge 124, 242; acc.sg. [norn.sg.] feferfuge 512; acc.sg. feferfugean
616; feferfuigan acc.sg. 698; gen.sg. feferfugian 26; feferfuigan 982.
fela subst. (w. gen.) a lot, much 208.
t <felamihtig> adj. very mighty 570 (N).
<gefelan> I to feel 934.
<feidmore> wk [fern.] ["field-root"] Daucus carota L., wild carrot; or Pastinaca sativa
L., wild parsnip 225, 981.
() 0 feleferj ? chest, breast. acc.sg. feleferj, 459 (LL. toracem 4.60).
fell [neut.] skin, hide 680, 779.
felterre wk fern. Centauriwn erythraea Rafh., common centaury 981; (?)str.acc.sg. fettere
516; or (?)acc.sg. [nom.sg.] felterre 512.
<fenminte > wk [fern.] ["fen-mint"J Mentha aquatica L., water mint; or Mentha
Longifolia (L.) Hudson, horse mint 157.
• <gefeohtan> 3 to fight 552.
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<feond> [masc.J foe, fiend, devil, the Devil 102, 331 (LL. hostibus 332), 577, 978;
acc.pl. feond 349 (LL. inimicos 350).
feor see feower.
• feorh [masc. or neut.] life 559.
feorba ord.num. fourth2l5, 1033.
feower card. num. four. feower 353 (LL. quattuor 354), 671, 753, 804, 817, 818; feor
243. Additionally the roman numeral Iffi is used in 529, 753, 880(2x).
feowertig card. num. forty 191, 197; gen.sg.masc. feowortiges 1037.
• <feran> I to go, travel. 3sg.pres.ind. ferej (alternatively, but perhaps less likely, these
instances offereb might belong to the st, verb faran) 547, 554.
0 geferan I to go, travel, speed 493 (IL. euolare 494).
<(?)ferian > (or possibly feran - for which see above) I to cany. lsg.pret.ind. ferde
946(N).
<fersc> adj. fresh 165, 514, 634.
0 <feja> wk [masc.] battle-array, battle-line, band of foot-soldiers 335 (IL. acie 336).
fej,orbyrste adj. split into four ((?)i. e. four-pronged) 249(N).
feuerfuge see feferfuge.
fic masc. hmorrhoids 63, 604; nom.sg. uic 528.
fif card num. five 179, 475 (LL. [quinJque 476); acc.pl.masc. fife 441 (IL. quinquies
442); acc.pl.neut. fifo 804. Additionally the roman numeral V is used in
879(2x).
fifleafe wk fern. ["five-leaf"J Potentilla reptans L., creeping cinquefoil 80, 175, 237, 625.
fiftene card num. fifteen 180. Additionally the roman numeral XV is used in 1035.
flue wk fern. a species of thyme, e.g Thymus praecox subsp. brittanicus (Ronnger) Holub,
wild thyme; or a species of chervil, e.g Anthriscus caucalis Bieb., bur chervil
570, 599; acc.sg. fihlan 634 (reade fillan ["red flue"] (?)a species of thyme,
e.g Thymus praecox subsp. brittanicus (Ronnger) Holub, wild thyme).
finger masc. finger 425 (LL. digitos 426), 827.
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finol see finul.
fino1sd [neut] fennel-seed, seed of Foeniculum vulgare Miller 501.
finul [rnasc.] fennel, Foeniculum vulgare Miller (see also Finule) 117, 199, 237, 499,
507, 599, 719; finol 47, 107, 600, 686, 802, 809; gen.sg. finoles 840, 980.
• Finule [?wk. fern.] fennel, Foeniculum vulgare Miller (see also finul) 570(N).
flasc neut. flesh 463 (LL. carnem 464), 779, 1037.
o <flan> rnasc. arrow, shaft 378 (LL. iacula 379).
• <flan> fern. arrow, shaft 770.
fleogan 2 to fly 58, 589, 770; pres.ptc.dat.sg.neut. fleogendan 753.
• <fleon> 2 to fly, or flee. (?,)3sg.pres.ind. fled 786(N); to put to flight, rout (trans.).
irnp.sg. fleoh 555(N).
fleotan 2 to float 59; to skim (trans.) 136.
0 gefligan 2 to fly away 493 (LL. euolare 494).
' <geflog> (?)or gefloge 1?] (?)flying illness, infectious disease; or (?)pain 559(N).
<for> [masc. or fern.] floor 966.
flowan 7 to flow, stream, issue 10.
• <frneran> I to snort, breathe heavily 544.
o <gefog> [neut.] connecting part 469 (LL. conpagnum 470).
t 0 <folm> [fern.] palm. acc.pl. folme 425 (LL. palmos 426).
<fonthalgung> [fern.] consecration of a font 248.
for prep. w. dat. and dat.imnstr. for, on account of, because of. w. dat. 559, 807, 1027; w.
dat./instr. 1024; w. dat. before, in the presence of 854. See also forrune.
foran adv. on the front. wyrcean diôan to foran his heafde make poultices for his
forehead 71; synd wnnas gewunod on lt heafod foran wens are situated
on the forehead 711.
• forane adv. from in front, from the front 770.
forberan 4 to bear, endure, tolerate 530, 612.
o <foregangan> 7 to go before, precede 335 (LL. procedant 336).
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<forgan> anom. vb. to forgo, abstain from 1005.
forhelan 4 to conceal, hide 861(2x).
° < forhtan > 7 to leave, abandon, neglect, overlook 331 (LL. lmquant 332);
lsg.pret.ind. forleort 473 (LL. preteribi 474).
<forma> ord. nurn. first 44.
(?)forrune 884(N)(2x). Perhaps this is OEprep. for w. acc. or dat. offem. noun run "rune"
(I.e. for rune), but the context and sense are obscure.
<forsettan> I to obstruct, stop up. pa.ptc.nom.pl.neut. forsetene stopped up 16.
<forswetgan> 3 to swallow up 944.
<forswellan> 3 to swell 297.
<forteon> 2 to contract. pa.ptc.nom.pl.fem. fortogene 736.
forb adv. forth, forwards 9; with/in the same direction (as the current) 1010.
foran conj. and adv. i. conj. because 1023; ii. adv. accordingly, therefore. foron 969.
fot [rnasc.] foot 445 (LL. pedes 446), 613, 738, 740; hoof (horse's foot) 883; for 48, 117,
and 521 see hramnes fot.
<fotadi> fern. foot-disease, gout 732, 735.
<fotece> [marc.] pain in the foot 995.
<fotgeswell> [neut.] swelling of (or on) the foot, e.g. gout 976.
<fotswile> [marc.] swelling of (or on) the foot, e.g. gout 744.
<fox> [marc.] fox 19.
foxesclife [wk fern.] ["fox's cleavers"] Arctium Lappa L., greater burdock 1007(N).
o <frcennis> danger, peril. dat. (or acc.) sg. fraccennisse 321 (LL. periculo 322).
' <freabregd> [masc.] (?)severe seizure, (?)mighty trick 577(N).
° from prep. w. dat. from 327 (IL. a 328), 361 (IL. a 362), 479 (IL. a 480); (?)w. acc. or
(with confusion of case forms) dat. 415 (LL. a 416).
frymful adj. profitable 845.
<ful> adj. (as subst.) impure, as subst. impurity 56.
• <fulboren> adj. brought to full-term (In pregnancy) 933.
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<ful(L)> adj. full 33, 60, 107, 181, 192 &c. See also cuppeful
<fultum> [rnasc.] help 22, 150, 153.
° <gefuitmian> II to help, support. (?)imp.sg. (otherwise pres.subj.sg.) gcfultmige 315
(LL. suifragare 316), 319 (LL. suifragare 320).
o gefyllan I to fell, destroy, defeat 349 (LL. prosternere 350).
o gefylnes [fern.] fulness 339 (wisdomes gefylnes: LL. cheruphin 340).
fyr [neut.] fire 29, 139(2x), 172, 211, 608, 844.
• < fyrgenhafod > [neut] "mountain-head", mountain-top, sununit, mountain
headland. dat.sg. fyrgcnhzfde 786.
°fyrhto [fern.] fright, fear, dread 365 (LL. tremor 366).
<fyrst> [masc. or neut.] space, period (of time) 1037.
o <fyst> [fern.] fist. acc.pl. fyste 425 (LL. pugnos 426).
gan anorn. verb, to go 648, 930, 934, 949(2x), 948, 950; to come. 42, 43.
gegaderian II to gather 135.
gagel [?rnasc.] Mynca gale L., bog myrtle, sweet gale 51, 52, 227.
galdor neut. incantation, verbal charm (see also wyrmgealdor) 96, 97, 602, 646, 657,
658; acc.sg. gealdor 254, 603.
gallengar [?] galingale, Alpinia officinarum Hance; or possibly Cyperus longus L. 120.
galluc [masc.] Syinphytum officinalis L., common comfrey 48, 694.
<gangan> 7 to go 925, 943, 1009; pres.subj.sg. gonge 931.
.< gar> masc. spear 768.
garclife wk fern. ["spear-clife"] Agrimony eupatoria L., agrimony 40, 155; (?)str.acc.sg.
gardlife 957; norn.sg. [(?)or str.gen.sg.J garcliue 985(cf eorögeaflan 981).
garleac [neut.] ["spear-leek"] garlic, Allium sativum L. 118, 140, 201, 205, 625, 836.
<gat> fern. (she-)goat 691, 718.
ge conj. both ... and (correl) ge ... ge 601.
ge (pron.) see ju.
<geac> [rnasc.] cuckoo. For 127 see geaces sure.
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<geaces sure> wk. [fern.] ["cuckoo's sorrel"] Oxalis acetosella L., wood sorrel. nom.sg.
[acc.sg. (?)or norn.pl.] geaces suran 127.
gealdor see galdor.
<gealia> wk. [masc.] gall, bile 16, 17, 461 (LL. fel 462), 682, 702, 973.
<gear> [masc. or neut.] year 325 (LL. ani 326), 1026.
gearwe wk. fern. yarrow, milfoil, Achillea millefolium L. 175, 223, 520, 523, 639; norn.sg.
[acc.sg. (?)or norn.pl.] gearwan 127. For 238 see seo reade gearuwe.
seo reade gearuwe wk. fern. ["the red yarrow"] probably also yarrow (which occasionally
has pink or reddish fiowerheads) 238.
geim [masc.] handful 1013.
<geolca> wk [rnasc.] yolk (of an egg) 631, 637.
<geolu> adj. yellow 583; Jtere geolwan adle "the yellow disease" (i.e. jaundice) 973.
o <geoma> wk [marc.] throat, gullet 401 (LL. faucibus 402).
• geond prep. w. acc. throughout 540, 547, 554, 853.
georne adv. zealously, eagerly, earnestly 115.
geornlice adv. thoroughly, earnestly 182, 184.
<geotan> 2 to pour 110, 134, 141, 798, 810, 1011.
<giccan> I to itch. pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.fem. giccendre 745; pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.neut.
giccendum 977.
gicja wk. marc. itch 25, 746.
gif conj. if 16, 21, 37, 57, 93 &c; gyf 92, 717.
<gilstre> fern. phlegm, mucus 10; pus, matter 736.
gingifra [?fem.] ginger, Zmgiber officinale Rose. nom.sg. (marc.? or Lat. infiexion?)
gingifra 989; (?)str.acc.sg. gingifre 120.
<gizife> wk [fern.] Agrostemma githago L., corncockle 1019; nom.sg. [acc.sg. (7)or
norn.pl.] girifan 4, 1020; acc.sg. gihrofan 210; gyhrofan 175.
<glaulene> wk fern. Iris pseudacorus L., yellow ins; or his foetidissima L., stinldng iris,
roast-beef plant 193; gen.sg. gbedenon 187(N).
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<gled> [fern.] glowing coal. acc.pl. glede 802.
<gnidan> 1 to rub, crush, grind 2(2x), 5, 165, 180 &c.
<gegnidan> 1 to rub, crush, grind 11, 190, 196, 630, 675, 676, 684.
god adj. good, fine; considerable (of time) 19, 118, 120, 122, 123 &c.
Cod [masc.] God 22, 150, 153, 339 (godes lufu onbernes: LL. seraphin 340), 341 (swa
swa god : LL. Michael 342), 341 (godes strengu : LL. Gabriel 342), 357 (LL.
Dei 358), 419 (LL. Deus 420), 487, 495 (LL. Deo 496), 807.
o <god> [neut] good deed 489 (LL. bonis 490).
godeweb [neut.] fine cloth, shot-silk taffeta 802(N), 806.
o <gong> [masc.] (base of) the sole 445(N) (LL. bassibus 446).
gor [neut.] (?)dirt, (?)rotten part (part of a crabapple, but the precise meaning in context
is unknown) 600(N).
<gos> fern. goose 1037.
<great> adj. great, coarse, large, thick 188, 529, 609, 629, 635, 813.
<grene> adj. green, fresh, living 37, 47, 71, 98, 501, 583, 662, 729, 966, 994.
<grindan> 3 to grind 636, 724(N), 1024.
Ost> wk [fern.] gristle 407 (LL. cartilagine 408).
grundeswylie wk fern. ["ground-swallower" (but see also n. to 737)] groundsel, Senecio
vulgars L. 50, 205, 638, 639; grundeswylige 243; nom.sg. [acc.sg. or
nom.pL] grundeswylgean 4; acc.sg. grundeswyligean 715, 737(N), 741, 797.
grut fern. malt grains (after infusion for brewing), draff 668; dat.sg. gryt 504.
gyf see gif.
• <gyllan> 3 to yell pres.ptc. (adj.)acc.pl.masc. gyUende 768(N).
<gyrd>fem. rod, staff, tw1g966.
• <gegyrwan> I toprepare 560.
gyhrofe see girife.
habban III to have, keep, retain, look after 9, 617, 651, 710, 948, 993, 999, 1002; infin.
haban 138; 2sg.pres.ind. hfs 122.
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<hafer> [masc.] (he-)goat, buck 133.
hferbe see efere.
• <btcgtesse> wk. gem.] some form of malevolent female being, possibly hag, witch.
gen.sg. or possibly gen.pl. hagtessan 778(N), 783, 785.
° <hla> wk [masc.] heel 479(N) (LL. plantis 480); acc.pL healan 443 (LL. tabs 444).
<htelan> I to heal 1018.
htele[e [wk fern.] a plant name, but idenlifi cation is difficult; possibly a mistake for (or a
short form of) hindha,1ee but see n. 205(N).
0 <helo> fem. safety, well-being 359(N) (LL. salus 360); gen.sg. halo 390 (LL. salutis
391).
• hancgest [rnasc.] horse, steed 651.
hnep [masc.] Ajuga chamaepitys (L.) Schreber, ground-pine; or Cannabis sativa L.,
cannabis, hemp 236.
<hann> fern. hen 170; gen.sg. henne 739.
hnnebeHe wk fern. ["hen's-beIl"l Hyoscyamus niger L., henbane 848; nom.sg. [(?)or
str.gen.sg. hannebelle 985(cf eorögeallan 981).
o <her> [neut.] hair 471 (LL. pi[l]os 472).
<hterfest> (marc.] harvest, autumn 81,979.
hLesel [marc.] hazel, Cozylus avellana L. 50, 126, 155.
hetan I to heat 609.
<gehtan> I to heat 685.
<hato> fern. heat. dat.sg. hato 1000.
hzwen adj. i. (?)dull-coloured, (?)discoloured 203; ii. a colour, but precise meaning is
unclear (see hwene hnydele) 27, 242.
hawene hnydele wk. fern. (?)Cochlearia anglica L., English scurvy-grass; or (?)Rumex
hydrolapathum Hudson, water dock 27(N), 242.
hal adj. healthy, whole 640, 691, 728, 731, 740, 787.
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<gehalgian> II to consecrate, hallow 248, 258(N); pa.ptc.adj.gen.sg.neut. gehalgodes
107, 140; pa.ptc.adj.wk.acc.sg.neut. gehalgade 110.
halig adj. holy 102, 235, 245, 249, 572, 855, 861; (as subst.) saint, holy one 253.
<haligan> I toheal633.
haligwter [neut.] holy-water 131, 709, 797, 801, 806, 810, 814.
• ham [rnasc.] home 948.
• <(?)hama ((?)or -e)> wk [masc.] (?)bridle, (?)collar (see OED "hain&" - each of two
curved pieces of wood or metal placed over, fastened to, or forming, the collar
of a draught horse) 651(N).
hamorwyrt fern. ["hanuner-wort"] Helleborus niger L., Christmas-rose 1, 26, 58.
<hamwyrt> fern. ["homelhouse-wort"J Sempervivum tectoruni L., houseleek 188.
<hand> fern. hand 605, 651, 944; dat.sg. handa 943; acc. or endingless dat.sg. bond
577(N); dat.sg. honda 826; acc.pl. honda 385 (LL. idumas 386); dat.pl.
hondum 423 (LL. manibus 424).
<handful> fern. handful 58, 59(2x).
<har> adj. hoary, grey. For 527 and 726 see respectively wermod se hara and seo hare
hune.
haranspicel [(?)masc.] [(?)"little grey stain"] Echiuin vulgare L., viper's bugloss 241,
817.
harehune wk. fern. ["grey-hune"] white horehound, Marrubium vulgare L. norn.sg. [(?)or
str.gen.sg.] harehune 986(cf eorôgeallan 981).
<seo hare hune> wk fern. ["the grey hune"] white horehound, Marrubium vulgare L.
726.
hat adj. hot 5, 6, 8, 209, 221 &c; (?)acc.sg.rnasc. hat 611; dat.sg.fem. hattre 99; (?)as
subst. (?)hot (stuff) gen.sg. hates 232 (or an error for hate).
hat [neut.] heat (quite possibly a reference to the steam of a vapour bath) 161.
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<hatan > 7 to name, call 735, 969, 1007, 1026, 1028, 1029; 2sg.pres.ind. hattest are
called 537; 3sg.pass. hatte 70, 550, 561, 694(N), 852; hatte 548; to
command, bid 108.
hate adv. hotly. super!. hatost 78, 530, 745; hatust 612.
he 3 pers. pron. he, she, it (see also for poss.adjs. heora, his, hyre) nom.sg.masc. he 22,
45, 183, 185(2x) &c; nom.sg.fem. heo 2, 144, 150, 166, 246 &c; hyo 139;
nom.sg.neut. hit 22, 30, 57, 78, 93 &c (note that hit 778(N) could conceivably
be the fern. noun meaning heat); hyt 10, 92; acc.sg.masc. hine 46, 183(2x),
249, 607 &c; acc.sg.fem. heo 323 (LL. secum 324); hy 70, 178, 706;
acc.sg.neut. hit 121, 296, 630, 637(twice) &c; gen.sg.masc. his 998;
dat.sg.masc. him 9, 38, 71, 153, 206 &c; dat.sg.fem. hyre 833; dat.sg.neut.
him 883, 651; nom./acc.pI. by 5, 55, 61, 81(4x) &c; heo 335 (LL. iii 336),
359 (LL. illos 360); dat.pl. hun 652, 653, 769.
heafod neut. head 3, 8, 11, 57, 71 &c; 389 (LL. capite 390), 479 (heafdes heannesse: LL.
uerticelml 480).
<heafodece> [masc.] headache 54, 123, 157; dat.sg. heafodecce 972.
0 <heafodloca> wk [masc.] skull (but see n.) 407(N) (LL. capitali 408).
o <heafodpanne> wk. fern. skull 379 (U. chephalem 380).
<heafodsealf> [fern.] head-salve, salve for the head 11.
<heafodwaerc> [masc.] pain in the head 7, 200; dat.sg. heafodwrtece 1, 4.
o <heafola> wk [rnasc.] head 391(N) (U. fronte 392).
o <heagospinn> [neut.] cheek. dat.pl. heagospinnum 397(N) (LL. genis 398).
o <heah> adj. high, exalted 327 (LL. sublimibus 328); as subst. the height(s), high
place. wk.datsg.neut. ((?)dat.pl.) hean 493 (U. alta 494).
o <heahengel> masc. archangel 343 (U. archangelos 344).
o <heahfeder> masc. patriarch 353 (LL. patriarchas 354).
heala see haIa.
<healdan> 7 to keep 81.
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o < geheaIdfest> adj. safe, secure. wk.superl.nom.sg.fern. gehea1dfcstese 411 (LL.
tutissima 412).
<healf> fern. side 803; acc.pl. healfa 753; healfe 804, 818.
<healf> ad]. half 108, 196, 1022.
• < healsoman> wk. p1. erysipelas of the neck 39(N), 702.
healswyrt [fern.] ["neck-wort"] (?)Campanula tracheiuin L., nettle-leaved beilfiower, or
(?)Narcissus poeticus L., poet's narcissus; or (?)Symphytuni officinalis L.,
common comfrey; or (?)Bupleurum rotundifolium L., long-leaved hare's ear;
or (?)Fraxinus excelsior L., ash 39, 237.
o <heannes > [fern.] top, crown (of the head) 479 (heafdes heannesse LL. uertice[mJ
480).
heard adj. severe, intense 1015.
<hefignes> [fern.] heaviness, affliction 974; acc./gen./dat.sg. hefignese 751.
hegeclife wk. fern. ["hedge-cleavers"J Galium aparine L., cleavers, goosegrass 127, 841;
norn.sg. hegecliue 50.
() hegehymele [wk. fern.] ["hedge-hymele"] (?)Humulus lupulus L., hop; or Bryonia L.,
bryony5l.
<hegerife> wk fern. ["hedge-rife"] Galium aparine L., cleavers, goosegrass 162, 616,
817.
<helan> 4 to hide, conceal 860.
helde wk fern. Tanacetum vulgare L., tansy 48, 840.
<heleleaf> [rnasc.] leafofOlea europaea L., olive-tree 188.
o helm [rnasc.] helmet 389 (LL. galea 390).
• helpan 3(w. gen) to help 783, 785, 787.
henn see hcnn.
• <heofon> [rnasc. or fern.] heaven 572.
o <heofonlic> adj. heavenly, celestial 329 (U. celestis 330), 337 (U. celestis 338).
heora poss. adj. their. gen.pl. heora 816; hyra 767.
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<heorot> masc. hart, stag. gen.sg. heortes 28, 133, 696; heoretes 680.
heorte wk. fern. heart 453 (LL. cordis 454), 624, 642, 1009, 1016.
<heortece> [masc.] pain in or at the heart 1015, 1019.
heortwicrc [masc.J pam in or at the heart 1013, 1015.
<heorb> [masc.] hearth 529.
<heow> [neut] colour. gen.sg. heowe[s] 245.
her adv. here, in this place, at this point (in time) 77, 650(N), 660.
herafter adv. hereafter 93, 646.
• herinne adv. herein 765, 771, 774, 777.
<hind> fern. hind, female deer 21, 149.
() hindebrer [marc.] (or treat as Iwo words, hinde brer) ["hind's briar/bramble1 Rubus
idaeus L., raspberiy 236.
hindhteleje wk fern. ["hind-htelebe"l Eupatoriuin cannabinuni L., hemp-agrimony; or
Teucrium scorodonia L., wood sage (see also hcIee) 236, 1004; case
uncertain hindhaieba (probably for acc.sg. hindhteIean) 4(N); acc.sg.
hindheolojan 741.
hire see hyre.
his pass. adj. marc. and neut. his, its 28, 57, 71(2x), 77 &c.
<hladan> 6 to lift up, draw up, scoop 944, 1011.
<gehladan> 6 to lift up, draw up, scoop 1010.
hkedderwyrt [fern.] ["ladder-wort"l a plant name, but identification is difficult 80(N).
• hitew marc. mound, bill, perhaps specifically burial-mound, barrow 762.
<hlaf> [marc.] loaf 956.
<hiaford> [masc.] husband 930.
• <hiud> adj. loud. nom.pLneut. hiude 762(2x).
hiuttor adj. pure, clear 22, 150, 182, 190, 517, 715; dat.sg.neut. hluttran 842; as neut.
ssbst. pure part, clear part. acc.sg. hluttre 22, hlutre 150.
hluttrian I to clear, purify 1024.
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o <hnecca> wk. [masc.] neck 387(N) (LL. uertice 388).
<hnexian> II to become soft. pres.subj.pl. hnexian 132.
<hnigan> 1 to bend, lean 9.
o hnoll rnasc. crown (of the head) 379 (LL. gigran 380).
<hnutbeam> [masc.] nut-tree (here probably Juglans regia L., walnut) 51(N).
hnydele see hwene hnydele.
hoc [rnasc.] Malva Silvestris L., common mallow 213.
hochcf [neut.] ["hoc-leaf'] leafofMalva silvestris L., common mallow 729.
hofe [wk ((?)also possibly str.) fern.] Glechoma hederacea L., ground ivy 242;
(?,)str.nom.pI. reade hofe ["red hofe"J a pink-flowered variety of the same
plant 125(N).
<holenrind> [fern.] holly bark, bark of flex aquifolium L. 718.
() holleac [neut.] ["hollow-leek"] Alliuin ascalonium var. ascalonium Backer, shallot (or
perhaps (712) another species of Allium L.) 201, 712.
o <honim> [fern.] ham (part of leg). acc.pl. homlmle 435 (LL. cambos 436).
<hon> 7 to hang. pres.subj.sg. ho 648; irnp.sg. hoh 818, 919.
< hondwyrm > [rnasc.] "hand-worm", i.e. probably the parasitic scabies itch mite
Sarcoptes scabei. dat.pl. hondwyrmmum 823(N).
• < hongian> II (intrans.) to hang (describing Christ's crucifixion). 3sg.pret.ind. hongode
572.
horn [masc.] horn, antler 13, 696.
hors neut. horse 708, 709, 874, 883, 886, 956, 962.
() < horselene> wk [fern.] ["horse-elene"] Inula helenium L., elecampane 984.
horsminte [wk fern.] horse mint, Mentha longifolia (L.) Hudson 983.
<horsoman> [wk p1.] equine laminitis, or other inflammatory skin affliction of horses
961(N).
o <hrace> wk [fern.] throat 403 (LL. guttore 404).
o <hrecWnge> wk [fern.] uvula 403 (LL. ubae 404).
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hradic see nedic.
<hnefn, hnemn> [masc.] raven, or crab 16; raven. For hnefnes 521 and hricmnes 48,
117 see hnemnes fot.
hnemnes fot [masc.] ["raven's foot"J a species of Ranunculus L., crowfoots and
buttercups; or Potentilla reptans L., creeping cinquefoil 48, 117. acc.sg.
hrafnes fot 521.
hrabe adv. qiuckly 733; comp. raor 65.
<hreof> adj. rough,scabbyl59, 160.
<hreofla> wk. [masc.] scabbiness, roughness of the skin 812.
<hreran> I to stir 183, 848.
hrif [neut.] belly, paunch 453 (LL. aluum 454), 974.
0 hringc masc. ring (probably a mistake for hrygc "back") 427(N) (LL. spinam 428),
429(N) (LL. dorsum 430); acc.sg. hryncg 383(N) (LL. crassum 384).
hril,er see hryer.
hrygc [masc.] ridge, surface (of the sea) (see also hringc) 562.
hryncg see hringc.
<hryer> [neut.] cow, cattle, ox, bull, bullock 679, 702, 707, 801; nom.pl. hrybera 797;
dat.pl. hriberum 799.
hu ac/v. how 998(2x).
<hund> [marc.] dog, hound. For 799 see hundes micge.
hundeabtatig card. nurn. eighty 179, 196.
< hundes micge (or micg) > wk [fern. (or marc.)] ["dog's piss"J Cynoglossuni
officinale L., hound's tongue; or Hyoscyamus niger L., henbane. dat.sg.
hundes micgean 799-800(N).
hune wk fern. Ballota nigra L., black horehound (cf harehune) 205(N), 237, 1006. For
726 see seo hare hune.
hunig neut. honey 7, 19, 32, 34, 35 &c.
hus neut. house, abode 569, 950, 966.
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<husldisc> [rnasc.] housel-dish, paten, communion plate 103, 110.
hwa indefpron. what 535, 536, 557, 558; anyone 1035; swa hwt swa whatsoever 846-7;
cUes hwat anything else 851.
<gehwa> pron. (w. gen.) anything 1005.
gehwade adj. (as subst. w. gen.) a small amount, a little 17.
<hwaten> adj. wheaten, Triticum vulgare Viii. 716, 1003; dat.sgneut. hwetenan 614,
706; acc.pLneut. hwtctene 826.
<hwatesmedma> wk. [rnasc.] wheat-meal, fine wheat flour 173.
o <hweorfa> wk [rnasc.] joint 437 (LL. polites 438).
• gehwer adv. everywhere 946.
<hwerhwette> wk [fern.] Cucumis sativus L., cucumber 195, 624.
hwetstan masc. whetstone 165, 166.
hwil fern. a while, (indefinite) period of time 208, 219, 502, 712, 725, 844; a hwile
meanwhile, "the while" 844; in conjunctional expressions. Ja hwlle while,
whilst 5; ba hwile be while, as long as 296, 671.
hwilc see hwylc.
hwilum adv. sometimes, at times, now and again 178, 222, 999, 1000(2x), 1001.
<hwit> adj. and neut. subst. i. adj. white 141, 158, 208, 246, 582, 823, 989; ii. wk neut.
(as subst.) white of an egg 662, 668, 739.
<hwitmcringc> ? ["white-meringc"] probably an unidentified plant narne 16(N).
bwon [neut]. subst. and adv. i. neut. subst. w.gen. a little, a small amount 160, 524.; ii.
adv. slightly, lightly, somewhat, a little 171, 218; for a little while hwon
172(N).
hwosta wk masc. cough 32, 686, 828, 829, 998, 999, 1002, 1006.
hwylc adj. any. acc.sg.rnasc. hwilcne 1034; swa hwylc ... swa whatever 30, 710.
o gehwylc pron. each. anra gehwylc each one 373 (LL. singula 374).
<hwyrfnes> [fern.] dizziness, giddiness 972(N).
o hyd fern. skin 431 (LL. cutem 432).
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() hyiwyrt [fern.] ["hill-wort'] Mentha pulegium L., pennyroyal 126, 957.
<hymele> wk. [fern.] Bryonia L., biyony or Trifolium campestre Schreber, hop trefoil.
norn.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pL] hymelan 127.
hymlic rnasc. hemlock, Conium maculatuni L. 233, 747, 749.
o <byorthoma> wk. [rnasc.] pericardium 461(N) (cf LL. buclimiamni 462).
o <hypban> neut. hip-bone 433 (LL. catacrinas 434).
<hyran> I to hear. lpl.pret.ind. gehyrdan 1033.
hyre poss. adj. fern. her 930, 937(2x), 942, 943; hire 925.
ic lst.pers.pron. norn.sg. ic 319, 327, 343, 349, 357 &c; acc.sg. mec 323 (U. me 324),
331 (LL. me 332), 335 (LL. me 336), 347 (LL. me 348), 359 (LL. me 360),
369 (U. me 370), 475 (LL. me 476); acc.sg. (or with confusion of cases
dat.sg) 415 (LL. me 416); (?)mic (context obscure) 884(N); me 361 (LL. me
362), 1068; dat.sg. me 317, 319, 363 (LL. mecum 364), 411 (U. mihi 412),
927, 928, 929, 946, 948; norn.pI. we 1026, 1028, 1029, 1032.
o idelnes [fern.] vanity 325 (U. ulalnitas 326).
ifig [neut.] ivy, Hedera helix L. 522; (?)efic 177(N).
<ifigcropp> rnasc. cluster of ivy berries, Hedera helix L. 129.
ilca see ylca.
°<ile> [rnasc.] sole of the foot 445 (U. plantarum 446).
in prep. w. acc. and dat., and adv. 1. prep.w.acc. in, into 2, 5, 1 1(2x), 13 &c; on, onto 802;
prep.w.dat. in 4, 157, 177, 185, 191 &c; into 375 (LL. in 376); ii. adv. in 208,
776, 160, 180, 524, 525.
ingangan 7 to walk in, go in, come in 650, 654, 1029.
innan prep. w. acc. and adv. i. prep. w. acc. into 141; ii. adv. from inside, from within,
internally 248, 297, 481, 542, 970; iii. in cornbinations. on hone muD innan
into the mouth 298; him on innan inside him 1015.
<innancund> adj. internal, inner 693.
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inna masc. stomach, bowels, belly 694; innol 830; gen.sg. inooles 751; acc.pl. innolas
413 (LL. uiscera 414).
inne adv. in 194.
<inneweard> adj. inside, inward 692, 836.
inno see inna.
• (?)inspidenwiht [neut.] meaning uncertain, and the MS reading may well be corrupt,
inspiden-creature 650(N).
into prep. w. dat. into 844.
<inweaxan> 7 to grow in 3sg.pres.ind. inwyxb 760.
inyfel neut. internal affliction 839(N).
<iondstyrian> II to stir up, agitate 970.
<isen> [neut.] iron tool, iron weapon 40, 532, 685, 777.
isenhearde wk fern. ["iron-hard"J (?)a species of Centaurea, knapweed 40(N), 236.
• < iseni> [neut.] iron weapon. acc.pl. (or possibly gen.pi.) iserna 773(N).
isopo wk [fern.] byssop, Hyssopus officinalis L. 155; acc.sg. ysopon 229.
ludeas marc. p1. Jews 860.
() iue [?] (?)Ajuga chamaepitys (L.) Schreber, ground-pine; or (?)Plantago coronopus L.,
buck's-horn plantain 80(N).
• Ia interj. lo! indeed! yes! 762.
<hece> marc. doctor, medical authority. norn.pl. heceas 734, 735.
Ilècecneft marc. medical practice, remedy, medicine 532(N), 994, 1021.
kececneftig adf. skilled in medicine 969.
hecedoni marc. medicine, remedy 660, 713, 993(N).
<hendenece> [marc.] pain in the loins or pain in the kidneys 704.
<Iandenwyrc> [marc.] pain in the loins 501(N).
<laran> I to teach, instruct. pa.ptc.adj.nom.pl.marc. geherede learned, wise 733.
hetan 7 to let, allow, leave, cause to do 5, 10, 21, 111, 139 &c; to let (blood), allow (blood)
to escape 843.
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• < hetbyrd> fern. 'late-birth", delayed birth or slow birth 927.
<lafian> II to wash 721.
<Jamb> [neut.] lamb. For 125 and lombes 598 see lambes cerse.
lambes cerse [wk. fern.] ["lamb's cress"] (?)Cardamine hirsuta L., hairy bittercress; or
Capsella bursa-pastoris (L.) Medicus, shepherd's purse; or Thiaspi aivense L.,
field pennycress 125-6; lombes cyrse 598.
<lambyrd> fern. imperfect birth, misformed birth 929.
Jancge see lange.
land see lond.
<lang> adj. long (?)159(N); str.acc.sg.fern. (for wk lancgan) Iancge 223; acc.sg.fem.
(w.gen.); longe 187; cornp.norn.sg.neut. hengre 1034; swa langum so long,
sufficiently long 918.
lange ath'. long, for a long time 38; la[ncJgel9S; loncge 208.
<lab> adj. loathsome, harmful 927, 929, 1068; as subst. loathsome one, harmful thing;
540(N), 547, 554.
° < lawendnes> [fern.] malignity, hostility. nom.p1. labwendnesse 417(N) (LL.
odibiles 418).
lauberge wk fern. laurel-berry, berry of Laurus nobilis L. norn.sg. (or possibly str. norn.pl.)
lauberge 51(N); acc.sg. or p1. lawerbergean 120; Jawerberian 164.
leac [neut.] leek, Allium L. 157.
<leaf> neut. leaf5l, 52, 72, 83, 130 &c.
() < leajor> [neut] lather, froth 2.
<leax> [rnasc.] salmon 17.
lccgan I to lay, place 1, 14, 34, 98, 109 &c; 3sg.pret.ind. leg[dje 652(N).
o <lelian> II (?)to release, to hurl (doub(ful - see n.) 377(N) (LL. liberantur 378).
<lemoce> wk [fern.] Veronica beccabunga L., brooklime 706; acc.sg. leomucan 610.
o lendenu neut p1. loins 383(N) (U. talias 384); acc.pl. lyndenu 451 (U. Jumbos 452).





leoJ) neut. incantation 92(N).
<letania> masc. litany 115, 253, 806.
<JeJran> I to work into a lather 2.
Jeuastica see lufestice.
o <Je(o)w> [neut.] thigh, ham. acc.pl. Jewera 371 (LL. pernas 372).
Jib [neut.] remedy, cure 881(N).
libcorn see Iybcorn.
Lic neut. body 159, 160, 524, 615, 977.
gelic adj. (w. dat) and [neut.] subst. i. adj. like 799; il. neut. subst. the like, similitude
341 (LL. similibus 342).
gelice adv. equally. gelice micel just as much 793.
licgan 5 to lie 219, 712.
<gelicgan> 5 to lie 8.
<Jichoma> wk rnasc body. 371 (U. gibre 372), 463 (LL. carnem 464), 485 (U.
corpore 486), 491 (LL. came 492), 790, 970.
o <liber> fern. liver. acc.sg. li[blre 455 (U. iacor 456).
hf [neut.] life 483 (U. uitam 484), 781, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037.
<liferwerc> [rnasc.J pain in the liver 973.
o <liflic> ad]. (as subst.) vital parts 453 (ja liflican : U. uitahia 454).
lilige wk. fern. lily, Lilium L. 27, 83, 242, 719.
(?)hilumen 78 is a difficult (possibly corrupt) form - see Cornmentary.
<Jim> neut. limb, member 30, 481 (LL. membro 482), 844; acc.pl. Jeome 203; leomu
413 (U. membra 414), 471 (LL. membra 472); lyomu 451 fla
acwnnendlican lyomu genitals : LL. genetalia) 452; gen.pl. lyma 123.
s <lind> [fern.] shield (rnade of lime-wood), ((?)and/or lime/linden-tree) 766(N).
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<linen> adj. linen, made of flax (i.e. Linum usitatissimuni L. [L. humule]) 38, 636.
• <linhawen> adj. (?)flax-blue, blue like the flower of the flax plant, ((?)or white as
linen) 17, 36.
lib neut. limb 653, 781; joint 427 (LL. artibus 428).
'liban 1 totravel,go652.
<liwyrc> [masc.] pain in a limb or pain in a joint 200.
Iiwyrt [fern.] ["limb/joint wort"] Sambucus ebulus L., danewort, dwarf elder; or Ruta
graveolens L., rue 125.
o <locc> [rnasc.] lock, hair 379 (LL. iaris 380).
gelodwyrt [fern.] ["gelod-wort"] Potentilla anserina L., silverweed 159.
lomb see lamb.
gelome adv. frequently 3, 10, 97, 158, 174, 176, 525, 685.
loncge see lange.
• lond [neut.] land 540, 547, 554; acc.sg. land 763; datsg. lande 652.
long see lang.
<losian> H tobe lost 850.
lufestice [masc.], also leuastica ? ["love-pain"] Levisticum officinale Koch, lovage
lufestice 27, 47, 749; gen.sg. luuestices 983; norn.sg. leuastica 243.
o <lufu> fern. love 339(N) (godes lufu onbernes : LL. seraphin 340).
o <lundlaga> wk. [rnasc.] kidney 457 (LL. reniculos 458).
o <lungen> fern. lung 459 (LL. pulmone 460).
<lungenadi> [fern.] lung-sickness, disease of the lung 207, 218, 700, 799, 973.
• <lungensealf> fern. "lung-salve", salve for the lung 154, 957.
<lus> [fern.] louse 747, 748, 749, 792, 794; dat.pl. lusan 789.
luuestice see lufestice.
< lybcorn > neut. ["poisonous-seed", "medicinal-seed"] probably seed of Euphorbia
lathyris L., caper spurge (but see n.) 179(N), 191, 197; gen.pl. libcorna 196.
o <lyfiende> pres.ptc. adj. as subst living one 343 (LL. uiuentes 344).
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<gelyhtan> I to ease 733.
Jym see Jim.
0 gelynd 1?] fat 467(N) (LL. adipem 468).
lyndenu see lendenu.
lyomu 451 see Jim.
IyteJ adj. and [neut.] subst. i. adj. little, small 192, 513, 530, 607, 771, 774, 792, 794;
acc.pl.fem. Jytle 644; acc.pLneut. lytel 773(N); wkcomp.nom.sg.masc. iassa
less 746; wk.cornp.nom.sg.fern. hesse 555(see attorlabe); wk.cornp.acc.pI.
((?)neut.) (a) Issan "(?) (the) lesser (poisons)" 556(N); ii. neut. subst. a
little, a small amount 527; comp. fewer. hes 748; super!, least, the least
amount. hut 60, 213.
ma indeci. subst. and adv. more. i. indecL subst. 531; ii. adv. more, longer 717.
madenman [masc.] virgin 648, 1009.
<meder> ? (7)measure of some kind, (?)wooden drinking vessel 509(N).
mgen [neut.] power, strength 329 (LL. uirtutibus 330), 767.
mgee see mge.
°<macht> fern. might, power. dat.sg. mchte 369 (LL. potentie 370).
mge wk fern. Chamaemelum nobile (L.) All., chamomile; or Anthemis cotula L.,
stinking chamomile; or Chaniomilla recutita (L.) Rauschert, scented
mayweed, or species of Anthemis L., chamomile 557(N), 560; acc.sg.
magean 598; gen.sg. miegean 58.
mn see man,
<mftngcan> I to mix, combine. imp.sg. mngc 100, 182, 247, 599, 614 &c; mnc 210;
mng 20, 21, 33, 143, 149, 180, 684, 705; meng 677; mengc 959; menge 29;
pa.ptc. gemienged 121.
< gemngcan> I to mix, combine. irnp.sg. gemngc 631; gemng 701; gemenge 814;
gemngce 716; gemengce imp.sg (orpres.subj.sg.). 184(N).
<menigfeaJd> adj. manifold, various 999.
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mirc see mearh.
• mwre adj. well-known, notorious 854; excellent, splendid, great 946, 947.
• < marsian> II to celebrate, become famous, exalt. pa.ptc. gemrsad 853.
<mcsse> wkfem. mass6l, 111,509,709,817.
miessepreost [masc.J priest 258.
<mat)> fern. measure, amount, strength, potency, efficacy 120, 1025.
<maga> wk. [rnasc.J maw, stomach 449 (LL. stomachum 450), 830(N).
• maga masc. son. acc.sg. maga 946(N).
<magan> pret.-pres. to be able, can, have power (often magan wit) to cure, have power
against, prevail against). 2sg.pres.ind. mtht 538, 539, 540; 3sg.pres.ind. mg
97, 123, 169, 553(2x), 554, 576, 883, 925, 1017; 3pLpres.ind. magon 579;
pres.subj.sg. mage 848; mge 55, 57, 135, 138, 220, 222, 297, 349 (LL.
ualeam 350), 483 (U. possit 484), 491 (U. caream 492), 493 (IL. ualeam
494) &c; 3p1.pret.ind. mihtan 861; pret.subj.sg. mihte 657.
maget)e see mgt)e.
• <maiscrung> [fern.] enchantment, bewitchment, perhaps specifically fascination by
the evil eye 578(N).
man masc. man, human being, person (male or female) 39, 44, 76, 77, 160 &c; mon 92,
100, 108, 297, 690, 692, 854; dat.sg. mn 1009; men 507, 602, 635, 711,
746; nom.pl. men 1007.
man indefpron. one 61(2x), 70(2x), 135(2x)&c; mon 97, 134(2x), 147, 246 &c.
gemang [neut.] mixture, union 1022; dat.sg. gemolnJgc[eJ 601(N).
<niarubie> wk [fern.] Marubiuni vulgare L., white horehound 100, 215, 218, 223, 227,
985; acc.sg. marufian 793; norn.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] marufian 205.
mascwyrt fern. wort (i.e. malt soaked in boiling water), infused malt 1002(N).
me see ic.
meala see mela.
<mealt> [neut.] malt, steeped grain 1003.
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<mealt> adj. malty, (?)sour 52(N).
mealteala [neut.] malt ale 837.
mearh [neut. or rnasc.J bone-marrow 19, 143(2x); acc.sg. (?)mrc 1(N); dat.sg. mearge
28; dat.pl. mergum 463 (LL. medulis 464).
mec see ic.
medewyrt fern. ["mead-wort"J Filipendula ulmaria (L) Maxim., meadowsweet; or
Melissa officinalis L., balm; or (?)Melilotus officinalis (L.) Pallas, ribbed
meliot 49, 155, 176, 237.
<medmicel> adj. moderate-sized, small 187.
<mela> neut. meal 163(N), 208, 229; acc.sg. meola 716; meala 72; dat.sg. melowe 707;
meoluwe 614.




mcolc fern. milk 21, 177, 178, 667, 944, 960; acc.sg. meoloc 691; meoluc 149, 942;
dat.sg. meolce 52, 177, 642, 718, 1019.
merce [masc.] Apiuni graveolens L., wild celery 32, 48, 185, 212, 241, 634, 662, 700,
980.
merg see mearh.
mergelle [(?)wk.fem.] (?)Gentiana pneumonanthe L., marsh gentian 238(N).
mergen see morgen.
<merian> II to punil', cleanse. pa.ptc.adj.acc.sg.neut. gemered 119; pa.ptc.gen.sg.neut.
gemeredes 1022.
<merscmerg4Ie> wk. [fern.] ["marsh-mergylle"] (?)Gentiana pneumonanthe L., marsh
gentian. norn.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or norn.pL] merscmergyllan 673.
mete masc. food 222, 514, 510, 519, 560, 699, 816, 947, 950. For 50 see cicena mete.
<metecweorra> wk [masc.] (?)surfeit of food, indigestion 846.
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micel adj., adv., and [neut] subst. i. adj. great, strong, large 321(N) (LL. magni 322),
815; wk. comp.mon.sg.fem. mare 556(see attorlabe); wk.comp. acc.pl. (('?)neut)
(J,a) maran "(?)(the) greater (poisons)" 555(N); dat.sg.neut. micclum 615;
nom.pl.fern. miceLe 800; wk.acc.sg.rnasc. miclan 175; wkdat.sg.fem. miclan
735; wkdat.sg.neut micclan 977; ii. adv. much, greatly micclum 918; iii.
neut subst. much, large amount micel acc.sg. 29, 138, 142, 636, 988.
mast super!. adj. and [neut.] subst. i. super!. adj. most 730; ii. neut. subst. most, greatest
amount 243, 508, 1003; [m]est 229(N).
mergen masc. morning. Following on bc. or acc.sg. mergen 43, 64, 183, 695; morgen
739, 961; datsg. mergene 727; morgenne 689; acc.pl. morgenas 505, 513,
642; morgnas 717; morhgenas 52.
<micge (or micg> wk [fern. (or masc.)] urine. For dat.sg. micgean 800 see hundes
micge.
() 0 < micgern> neut. fat, fat surrounding kidneys or intestines 385(N) (LL. exugiam
386).
mid prep. w. nom., acc., dat., dat./instr., and instr., and adv./prep. w. object unexpressed.
with, together with, by, by means of. i. prep. w. acc. 323 (LL. secum 324),
662, 699; w. dat. 5, 7, 22, 37(2x) &c; w. dat./instr. 601(N); w. instr. 2, 251,
461, 504(2x) &c; ii. adv. with, with (it), with (them) (often used with smyre
smea) 11, 57, 203, 206, 644 &c; iii. verbal particle/adv. or post-positioned
prep w. acc. with 61; iv. in adverbial phrase mid ealle entirely, completely.
683, 684.
<midd> [neut.] middle. In adverbi a! phrase. to middes in the middle 804.
<midd> adj. mid, middle. acc.sg.rnasc. midne 1008.
middangeard masc. world 325 (LL. mundi 326), 853.
<midde> wk [fern.] middle 966.
<middeIdag> [rnasc.] midday, noon 1005.
<gemigan> 1 to urinate 976.
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• <mihtig> adj. mighty 767; nom.sg.fem. mihtigu 542.
o <gemildsian> ll(w.dat.) to show mercy. irnp.sg. gemildsa 317 (LL. miserere 318);
pres.ptc.dat.sg.rnasc. gemilsigendum 495 (LL. miserto 496).
o <mute> rnasc. spleen 465 (LL. splenuni 466).
<milte> wk [fern.] spleen 975.
o mm poss. pron. my
 371 (LL. mea 372), 375(N), 387, 413(2x) (LL. mea 414), 481 (LL.
meo 482), 483 (LL. meo 484), 489 (LL. mea 490).
• <minne ((?)or mm)> adj. evil, vile, harmful 578.
minte wk fern. species of mint, Mentha L. 50, 157, 982; norn. sg. minte e wyx be are
ea "mint that grows by the river", i.e. Mentha aquatica L., water mint 837;
gen.sg. baet cyn mintan met blowel, hwite "the kind of mint that flowers
white", i.e. probably Nepeta cataria L., catmint 158(N).
<missenlic> adj. various, diverse, different 999.
missenhice adv. variously, in diverse ways 998.
<mist> [rnasc.J dimness of sight, impairment of vision 24.
mod neut. mood, spirit 752.
modor fern. mother 541, 934.
<molda, (or) -e> wk? crown of the head 648(N).
() moldcorn [neut.] ["earth-seed"] (?)Saxifragia granulata L., meadow saxifrage 176.
mon see man.
monandag masc. Monday 1029, 1030(2x).
gemongc see gemang.
<mon(a)b> [masc.J month. gen.sg. monjes 1030; dat.sg. monbe 1028, 1029.
more wk fern. root 48, 54, 59, 83, 125 &c.
morgen see mergen.
morgendrienc masc. morning drink, drink to be taken in the morning 970(N).
<morgenwhetung> [fern.] morning nausea, morning-sickness 688(N).
morhgen see mergen.
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morod neut. wine flavoured with mulberry juice 133(N).
mortere [masc.] mortar (as in pestle and mortar) 128; acc. or dat.sg. mortzre 132.
• <motan> pret.-pres. may, be allowed to, must 656, 764; 3pLpres.ind. motan 595.
mugcwyrt fern. ["mugc-wort"] mugwort, Artemesia vulgaris L. 598, 610, 993; mucwyrt
237; mugwyrt 48; Mucgwyrt 535.
o <gemundbyrdan> I to protect. irnp.sg. gemundbyrd 423 (LL. tege 424); gemyndbyrd
439 (LL. tege 440).
<murre> wk [fern.] Myrrhis odorata (L.) Scop., sweet cicely 63; acc.sg. myrran 141.
muD rnasc. mouth 9, 298, 403 (LL. ore 404), 603, 690, 798, 801, 814, 943, 944.
<myltan> I to melt pres.subj.sg. mylte 134; irnp.sg. mylt 56; pres.subj.sg. or irnp.sg.
mylte 167.
gemyltan I to melt 60, 1022; (?)to melt, (?)dissolve, (?)disintegrate 778(N).
• <gemynan> ifi to remember, be mindful of. irnp.sg. gemyne 535, 557.
myrre see murre.
<nabban> g	 not to have 246.
medderwyrt [fern.] ["snake-wort"] Polygonwn bistorta L., bistort, snake-root; or
(?)Ocimuin basiicum L., basil, sweet basil 80.
• <rneddre> wk. fern. snake, adder, serpent 567; norn.pI. medran 594.
• ntcfre ath'. never 559, 569, 656, 781.
nagi masc. nail 417 (LL. clabos 418), 425 (LL. ungibus 426), 441 (LL. unges 442), 826.
< ntenig > adj. and [neut.] subst. i. adj. no, not one. acc.sg.rnasc. menigne 506;
dat.sg.neut. nngum 481 (LL. nullo 482); ii. neut. subst. not any in adverbial
phrase. menige inga not at all, in no way 861.
mep rnasc. 117 (see nglisc mep).
mes adv. not, not at all 139, 776.
() ° < mestgrisle> [wk. fern.] gristle or cartilage of the nose. dat.pl. 397 (betwin Jem
mestgrislan : U. internasso 398).
<nasyrI> neut. nostril. acc.pl. mesJ,yrIIJu 381 (LL. michinas 382); nasyrIo 712.
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<nafola> wk. masc. navel 794; acc.sg. neabulan 449 (LL. umbilicum 450).
<nagan> pret-pres. not to have. (?)3sg.pret.ind. (?)naht ((?)for nahte) 884(N).
naltes adv. not, not at all 323 (LL. non 324), 375 (LL. non 376), 932,933.
<nama> wk. fmasc.J name 115, 250, 253, 645; acc.pl. noman 473 (LL. nomina 474).
nan adj. and pron. 1. adj. no 532, 640, 1027; ii. pron. no-one, none, nothing 565, 880;
norn.sg.neut. ((1?) or adj. "no") 153.
natoIJashwon adv. not at all, by no means 1027.
ne adv. and conj. i. ac/v. not 78(N), 153, 170, 297, 506 &c; ii. conj. nor 325 (LL. neque
326), 658, 949(second); correl. ne ne neither ... nor 1027.
neabula see nafola.
neat neut. an animal of ox-kind (i.e. cow or ox (possibly also horse (see 708))) 708, 710,
1027.
neb neut. nose 8; dat.sg. nebbe 10, 393 (LL. rostro 394).
<nemnan> I to name. imp.sg. nemne 77.
<neod > fern. need, necessity 1027.
neogan see nygon.
neogon see nygon.
0 <neol> ac/f. abysmal, deep down. neolum wk.dat.pl.(as susbt) depths 491 (LL. imis
492).
<neorunys> [fern.] constriction, tightness. acc./gen./dat.sg. neorunyse 686.
ne(4)eweard adf. the lower part(s) of 34, 176, 189, 193, 613, 712, 812, 1020; nom.sg.fern.
neooweart 511; acc.sg.rnasc. nyoeweardne 747; nyjeweardne 697;
acc.sg.fern. neoowearde 27; neolwearde 798; nyoewearde 501;
nyowearde 1; acc.pLfern. neobowearde 511; nyoj,owearde 507; dat.pl.neut.
ne[ofloweardan 130; wk(for str.) acc.sg.fem. nyeweardan 14.
<nepte> wk [fern.] Nepeta cataria L., catmint 986.
• genesan 5 to survive 764.
nest [neut.] nest 683.
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netele wk fern. nettle, Urtica L. 598, 836;for 202 and 673 see seo reade netele.
seo reade netele, < read netele> wk. fern. ["the red nettle"] red deadnettle, Lamiuni
purpureum L. 760(N); acc.sg. reade netelan 202; nom.sg. [acc.sg. or
(?)nom.pl.] reade netlan 673.





nihstig adj. fsting, on an empty stomach. nyhstig 718; as subst. 33; dat.sg.rnasc./neut.
(agreeing with unexpressed indirect object) nistigum 705.
niht fern. night (also measurement of days by nights) 34, 43, 44, 45, 64 &c; dat.pl. nihtan
42.
nihterne see nyhterne.
nihtnicstig adj. (used substantivally after on) fasting for a night 219, 226, 232;
nihtnihstig 727, 743; nihtnyhstig 701, 724, 991; nyhtnicstig 224.
niman 4 to take, pluck up, grasp 19, 21, 22, 32, 34 &c; to take, consume (a remedy) 33.
<geniman> 4 to take, pluck up 1, 14, 16, 25, 37 &c; pres.subj.sg. (for irnp.sg.) genime
692, 846.
nistig see nihstig.
• ni marc. assault, affliction 764.
niwe adj. new, fresh 194; acc.sg.rnasc. niwne 73; nyowne 739.
no adv. not at all 949.
genoh adj. enough 139, 979; acc.sg.fern. genoge 247.
noma see nama.
nolj) adv. north, to the north 859.
• noran adv. from the north 590.
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<NoQ)> [('?)masc. or (?)neut.J (?)Nodule, (glandular) swelling (possibly personified)
[c?) <Lat. nodusj. gen.sg. NoJJJis 878(N).
nowiht [neut.] nothing 514.
• flu adv. now 555, 579, 595, 764, 783.
nygon card num. (usually undeclined) nine 96, 140, 167, 257, 505 &c; nygan 63, 64,
953, 961; nigan 953; nigon 64, 815, 956; neogan 717; neogon 179;
nom.pLfem. neogone 878; nygone 879. Forms of nygon are also signf1ed by
the roman numerals VIm and IX.
<nyhst> superl.adj. last 1028.
nyhstig see nihstig.





nyrwet [neut.] tightness (of the chest or airways), shortness of breath 122.
nyten [neut.] animal, beast, livestock 92, 1032.
<nyttian> II (w. acc. and gen) to use, eat. imp.sg. nytta 979; w.acc. 81; w. gen. 991;
(?)pres.subj.sg. (?)or imp.sg. nyttige 168.
nyergewend adj. turned downwards 604.
nyerweard adj. downward part of, lower part of 8.
nyjeweard see neoeweard.
nyoweard see neoeweard.
nyxtnig adj. fasting, on an empty stomach 838(N).
o see on.
of prep. w. dat., dat./Instr., adv., and verbal parlicle. i. prep. from, off 10, 15, (7)74(N),
109, 197(2x) &c; 483 (LL. de 484), 491 (LL. de 492); il. adv. off 35, 56, 842.
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ofer prep. w. acc. and dat., and adv. i. prep. w. acc. over, above 138, 139, 172, 211,
543(2x) &c; during, over 81, 1008; w. dat. over 61; ii. adv over 111, 251,
252, 253, 254, 259, 509, 709, 817, 818; ofer call anywhere, or perhaps
unbearably 78(N). NB. ofer probably also occurs in an obscure context in
76.
o <oferbru> [fern.] eye-brow. dat.pl. oferbruum 395 (LL. superciliis 396).
<ofgan> anom.verb. to start from, begin, go from. ut ofeode went Out from 950.
<ofgeotan> 2 to moisten, soak 509; imp.sg. ofgeot 508, 513, 720, 837; ofgeat 698.
<oflte> wk. fern. sacramental wafer 644, 645.
<ofrian> U to offer, make an offering 644.
oft adv. often, frequently 74, 75, 687, 721.
<oman> wk. p1. eruptions of the skin, erysipelas or similar affliction, eiysipelous pustules
660, 664, 667, 669, 670, 966.
ompre see ampre.
on (also o, ai) prep. w acc., dat., dat./instr., and adv. i. prep. w.acc. in, into (note that it is
sometimes dffi cult to certainly distinguish the sense in from on) 2, 7, 14, 17,
22 &c; on, onto 63, 85, 97, 98, (or into)110 &c; an 652; (?)at, in. 694; for, in
respect of; or possibly against 70; into. on ... innan 297; w. dat. a. in, during
(local and temporal) 9, 28(2x), 52, 75 &c; on, onto (local and temporal) 30,
103, 522, 528, 548 &c; (w. verb of taldng) on ne[olboweardan from the lower
parts of 130; on easteweardan from the east-facing sides of 130-1; inside,
within. on innan 1015; w. acc./dat. bi on is afflicted by, has (a disease)
39(N); ii. adv. (and prep. w. object understood) in 141, 852; on. 29, 30, 73,
84, 257(2x) &c; in adverbial phrases. on ufan in addition, besides, moreover
213; on weg away 754; adv. or separable verbal prefix on bind bind on
675(N); on de puts on 601(N), 603.
() 0 onbernes [fern.] ardour, fire, burning 339(N) (godes lufu onbernes : LL. seraphin
340).
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<onbyrigan> I (w.gen.) to taste, eat 1037.
ond conj. and. This word is usually indicated by the Tironian sign 7 (which probably
stands sometimes for the form and) 1, 4(3x) &c; ond 143, 355 (LL. Ct 356),
379 (LL. et 380), 385 (LL. adque 386), 391 (LL. et 392), 401 (LL. et 402), 421
(LL. et 422), 467 (LL. et 468), 541, 602.
• <onda> wk [rnasc.] injury, harm, horror, malice. gen.sg. ondan 563(N).
o <ondgit> [neut. or fern.] sense (i.e. one of the five senses). dat.pl. ondgeotum 475 (LL.
sensibus 476).
ondlang prep. w. acc. along 619, 621.
o <ondwleota> wk [masc.] face, forehead. acc.sg. ondwleotan 381 (LL. patham 382).
<onfeall> [rnasc.] attack of disease, onset of disease 660(N).
• <(?)onflogen> "one that has flown against/on" i.e. flying disease, flying disease-demon,
airborne sickness, infectious illness. pa.ptc.dat.pl. (as subst.) onflognum
580(N).
• • <onflyge> [marc.] flying disease, flying disease-demon, airborne sickness, infectious
illness 539(N), 546, 553.
onforan adv. on the front 249.
• <. (?)onga> or < ongan> meaning uncertain, perhaps nom.pl. sting, or goad, or
(?)sprout/shoot; or perhaps pres.subj.pl. of a verb ongan (?)to advance,
(?)fight; or perhaps a mistake for pres. p1. magon (or magan) have power
ongan 564(N).
() • ongalan 6 to recite (an incantation) 658.
ongean prep. w. acc. and dat. against, towards. i. w. acc. 963; ii. w. dat. 108.
ongemetlice adv. excessively, immoderately, violently 706(N).
• <onginnan> 3 to begin. 3p1.pret.ind. ongunnan 652, 653.
<ongitan> 5 to perceive, see, discover. 2sg.pres.ind. ongitst 845.
• <onsandan> I to send forth 562.
<onseon> [fem. orneut.] face 393 (LL. facie 394).
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ontre wk fern. Raphanus sativus L., radish 714; acc.sg. [nom.sg.] ontre 511.
onunder prep. w. object understood under, beneath 611.
open adj. open. nom.sg.fem. open 598; oplelne 542.
<geopenian> II to open 632.
oportanie [?wk fern.] Artemesia abrotanum L., southemwood, lad's love 239(N).
orationis acc.pl. 259 is a Lat. word (nom.sg. oratio) meaning prayers.
organa ? Origanuni vulgare L., marjoram; or a species of thyme, e.g. Thymus praecox
subsp. brittanicus (Ronnger) Holub, wild thyme 48(N).
• <orne> ad]. ((?)and subst.) excessive 975; orne nom.sg.neut. ((?)or neut. subst. harm
injury) 153.
orub [neut.] breath, breathing 295; dat.sg. orojie 401 (LL. anile 402).
• <os> ((?)or < es>) [marc.] (pagan Germanic) god. gen.pl. esa 782(N), 784.
oh con]. until 22, 144, 150.
o oh prep. w. acc. (or dat). up to, as far as, to 479 (LL. ad 480).
ober ad]., and pron. i. adj. other, another, second 64, 145, 187, 351 (LL. ceteros 352), 506
&c; gen.sg.neut. obres 563; oberes 682; nom.pl.fem. Obre 50, 800;
acc.pLneut. obre 471 (LL. reliq[uJa 472); ober ... ober other ... than (the one)
950; ii. pron. other, another, second 45, 110, 111, 197, 210 &c; acc.pLneut.
ohur (possibly a scribal error for ohm) 810; gen.pl. obra 244, 988.
obbtet conj. until 8, 10, 131, 139, 203 &c.
obbe conj. or 9, 28, 37, 92, 182(2x) &c; obbo (all instances are in LL.) 443, 445, 449(N),
463, 473, 491, 493.
<oxa> wk [marc.] ox. gen.sg. oxan 702; oxsan 142.
<oxsanslyppe> wk [fern.] ["ox's-slop", i.e. "ox's-dung"] oxslip, Primula elatior (L.) L.
523.
<panne> wkfem. pan 56, 138.
penig marc. penny, coin 807; penny (as a measurement of size or weight). acc.pl.
penegas 63(N); gen.pl. pncga 704.
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penigweor neut. a pennyworth 617.
<persoc> [masc.] peach, Prunus persica (L.) Batsch. 841.
petresilige wk fern. parsley, Petroselinum Hill. 243; gen.sg. petersylian 981.
() pipeneale ? Pimpinella L., burnet saxifrage 49.
piper see pipor.
<piperian> II to season with pepper. irnp.sg. pipera 33, 625; pipra 1025.
pipor masc. pepper, (black) pepper, Piper nigrum L. 14, 119, 164, 625, 701, 823, 837;
piper 13, 989.
<piporcorn > neut. peppercorn, Piper nigruni L. 179, 197, 724(N).
piprian see piperian.
pistol masc. letter, epistle 917.
() 0 <plegscyld> [masc.J "play-shield", small or lightweight shield 373 (LL. pelta 374).
<plihtlic> adj. perilous, dangerous 1027.
poc masc. andfern. blister, pustule, ulcer, sty. i. masc. 21, 671, 812, 1068(cf Lat. uariole
smallpox 1055); ii.fem. 149(N).
podagre 735(N) is a Lat. term for disease/ailment of the foot
<pohcha> wk rnasc. bag. acc.sg. pohchan 720.
<pollegie> wk [/èm.] Mentha pulegium L., pennyroyal. acc.sg. pollegian 27, 157, 742,
745, 830, 832; pollegan 515, 723; nom.sg. [acc.sg. (?)or nom.pl.] poilegian
241.
<porleac> [neut.] Alium porruin L., cultivated leek 83.
< geportian> II to bray, mash 28.
<pumic> ? pumice 680.
< (?)pyretre, or (?)pyretra > wk. 1?] Tanacetum parthenium (L.) Schultz Bip.,
feverfew. acc.sg. pyretran 120(N).
< (?)pysbean> [fern.] (a very doubtful word) (?)"pea-bean", i.e. (?)a shelled pea, (?)a
type of bean or bean plant. norn.pl. pysbeana 800(N).
quice see cwice.
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(For quinquefolium see 1. 49(N) and cf fifleafe).
<randeor> [neut.] roe-deer 19.
<ramm> [rnasc.] ram (male sheep) 134.
ralle see hrabe.
rdic masc. radish, Raphanus sativus L. 117, 124, 201, 204, 212, 229, 233, 238, 499,
527, 624, 751, 789, 834, 836; hrdic 208, 697; suerne radic southern
radish 1017(N).
< read> adj. red 202, 238, 581, 633, 673, 737, 760, 841, 993; (?)nom.pLfern. reade
125(N).
o < reada> wk [masc.J (?)stomach, ((?)tonsil) 459(N) (cf LL. toliam 460).
o < readorlic> adj. heavenly, celestial. wk.dat.pl. readorlicum 495(N) (LL. ethera 496).
rec rnasc. smoke 819.
recels rnasc. incense, frankincense 802, 806, 818; acc.sg. hwitne rycels white incense
141(N).
• < Regenmeld> [fern.] Great Proclamation, or (?)Divine Proclamation 536(N).
• < renian> II to prepare, set in order, arrange. 2sg.pret.ind. renadest 536.
() < gerennan> I to curdle, coagulate 178.
reocan 2 to steam, smoke 5, 524, 611, 803.
reod adj. red 246.
<rest> [fern.] bed, rest 930.
restan I to rest, lie down 13, 46, 727, 728.
<gerestan> I to rest 725.
o < nbb> neut. rib 427 (LL. costas 428).
ribbe wk fern. Plantago lanceolata L., ribwort plantain; or Cynoglossuin officinale L.,
hound's-tongue 125(N), 238, 642.
o < rice> [neuf.] kingdom 497 (LL. regni 498).
• < ridan> 1 to ride. 3pLpret.ind. ridan 762, 763; reodan 543.
<riht> adj. straight 740.
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ribte adv. due, directly (of direction) 1009.
<rind> fern. rind, bark 129, 130, 131, 137, 190; (?)bark of Cinnamomum zeylanicum
Bi., cinnamon 120(N).
• <rinnan> 3 to run, flow. pres.ptc.adj.acc.sg.fem. rinnende 593.
<rod> fern. (Christ's) "rood", cross 855, 862.
<Rom> [fern.] Rome 917.
o < ropp> [rnasc.] intestine 465 (LL. intestinis 466).
rose wk fern. rose, Rosa L. 698, 834. (For rose oil see also Ent,yJX)
rude wk fern. Ruta graveolens L., rue 37, 47, 54, 71, 124, 155, 205, 240, 508, 698, 719,
726, 834, 840, 981, 1013; acc.sg. [nom.sg.] rude 512.
<(?)run> [fern.] (?)rune (rneaning uncertain here, and indeed the occurrences rnay be
illusory). acc. or dat.sg. (or acc.pl.) rune 884(N)(2x).
• <runol> adj. (?)foul, (?)dirty 581(N).
rycels see recels.
rysele [masc.] fat, lard. dat.sg. rysle 738; abdomen, groin 455(N) (LL. lila 456).
<st> [masc.J sea. gen.sg. ss 562; saes 321(N) (LL. mans 322); norn.pl. ss 596.
sad neut. seed 32(3x)(N), 100, 700(2x) &c.
(?)seloficia 76 is a diffi cult form, not necessarily OE - see Commentary.
• saendan I to send 573, 769; 3pLpret.ind. saendan 768.
<sabenie> wk [fern.] Clinopodum vulgare L., wild basil (cf saturege) 984.
safene see sauine.
safine see sauine.
saluie wk fern. Salvia officinalis L., sage 47, 118, 155, 834, 840, 983; nom.sg. salfige
236; acc.sg. salfian 719; sealuian 686.
<sape> wkfern. soap 21(N), 142, 149(N), 599(2x), 668.
<sar> adj. painful2O3, 682, 725, 728.
sar neut. pain, affliction 147, 485 (LL. dolor 486), 663, 733, 1014.
saturege ? Clinopodum vulgare L., wild basil (cf serie) 240.
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sauine wk fern. savine, Juniperus sabina L. 47, 155, 527, 616, 834; nom.sg. safine 237;
norn.sg. [acc.sg. or (?)norn.p!.] safinan 676; acc.sg. safenan 698.
<scadan> 7 to divide. pres.subj.sg. scade 45; to sprinide, scatter. imp.sg. scad 846.
scnc masc. cup 192, 518, 743; scenc 724.
<sctencbolla> wk masc. drinking bowl or cup 181(N).
<scarncecuppe> wk. fern. drinking cup 991(N).
<scafan> 6 to shave, scrape, shred. imp.sg. scaf 140; scaf 177.
<gescafan> 6 to shave, scrape, shred. irnp.sg. gescaf 164.
<scanca> wk [masc.] shank, shin, leg 613; acc.pl. sceoncan 445 (LL. crura 446);
dat.pl. sconcum 443 (LL. tibiis 444).
o < scaru> fern. groin, loins. acc.sg.fem. scare 463 (LL. inguinam 464).
<sceafela> wk. [rnasc.] shavings, scrapings 680.
sceap neut. sheep 707, 809, 810, 812.
<scearfian> II to shred, scrape 72, 81, 83, 137, 207; pres.subj.sg. (for imp.sg) scearfige
131.
<gescearfian> II to shred, scrape 247, 517.
scearn [neut.] dung 679, 684.
<scearpe> wk. [fern. J scarification 671, 753.
scenc see scnc.
sceonca see scanca.
°<sceonu> [fern.] shin. dat.pl. sceonum 443 (LL. tibiis 444)(N).
<sceorpan> 3 to scratch 694.
<sceotan> 2 to shoot. pa.ptc. scoten 779(2x), 780(2x), 781; gescoten 708(N); gesceoten
886; to "shoot", cause pain. pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.masc. sceotendum 520(N).
o <scip> [neut.] ship 355 (LL. naues 356).
<sciptera> wk [marc.] bitumen, pitch. acc.sg. scipteron 823.
<scitefinger> [marc.] forefinger 55.
sconca see scanca.
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• < gescot> [neut.] projectile 782(2r), 783, 784(2x), 785.
() ° < scotlira> wk [masc.] calf (of leg) 435(N) (LL. surras 436).
<scrincan> 3 to shrink, contract 3p1.pres.ind. scrincel 736.
<scrofell> [rnasc. or neut.] scrofula, scrofulous slling 881(N).
<sculan> pret.-pres. shall, must. 2sg.pres.ind. scealt 874; 3sgpreind. sceal 43, 70,
243, 245, 295 &c; 3p1.pres.ind. sculan 130; pres.subj.sg. scyle 183, 993; w.
verb of motion understood. sceal aweg will go away, will disappear 23, 151;
must serve, to be appropriate/useful/good (see BT sculan ffl(2)). 3sg.pres.ind.
sceal 123, 235; 3p1.pres.ind. sculon 154.
• <scyld> [masc.] shield 766.
• <scyldan> I to shield, protect, defend 763.
<gescyldan> I to shield, protect, defend 347 (LL defendentes 348), 373 (IL. protegente
374); pres.subj.pl. gesdilden 333 (LL defendant 334); imp.sg. gescyld glosses
LL. tege in the following liner 419, 427, 431, 425, 443, 447, 451, 455, 459,
463, 467,471, 475; gescild 369 (IL. defende 370); imp.pl. gescy1da 1068.
o <gescyldnes> /frm.] protection, shielding 367 (IL. tutela 368); 409 (LL. tutamine
410).
o <gescyldru> [neut. p1.] shoulders. dat.pI. gescyldrum 387 (LL. scapulis 388), 421
shoulder(-blade) (IL. scapulis 422).
• <gescyppan> 6 to create, make 571.
o <scyte> masc. dart 377(11. iacula 378).
<Scyttisc> ad]. Irish 708(N).
se dem. ad]. and pron. the, that. nom.sg.masc. se 39, 43, 102, 192, 297 &c; nom.sg.fem.
seo 8, 19, 24, 47, 70 &c; sie 499; nom./acc.sg.neut. t 2, 7(2), 8, 10 &c;
that which 860, 953; ace.sg.masc. bone 33, 44,63, 77, 80 &c; acc.sg.fem. ba
10, 44, 59, 60, 62, &c; gen.sg.masc./neut. nes 295, 337, 479, 600, 647 &c;
gen./dat.sg.fem. j,are 35, 59, 120,216, 221, &c; bare 161; dat sg.n:ascineut.
bem 165, 167, 220, 257, 530 &c; barn 540(N), 554, 606(2r), 631 &c; bn
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10; dat.ñnstr.Sg.rnasC./fleut. ban 15, 109, 529, 601(N), 632, 818, 935, 949,
956, 1024; instr.sg.masc./neut. jon 173, 175, 227, 602, 609, 683, 726, 796; y
2, 251, 407, 461, 716 &c; be 739; (probably an error for by) Ja 581(N);
nom.acc.pl. ba 5, 11, 13, 22, 28 &c; gen.pl. Jara 121, 166, 253, 445, 469,
602, 748, 988; Inera 473(LL.); dat.pl. btcm 163, 191, 327, 379, 397 &c; barn
5, 61, 674, 1035; ban 131, 132, 423, 641; in rel. constructions: alone as rel.
pron. 158, 417 (LL. quos 418), 552, 646, 925, 937, 942, 1027; in combination
with ije. 39; in conjunctions. Incs fie after 509; Js be according to what, as
733, 1032.
sealf fern. salve, ointment 29, 47, 58, 61, 62 &c.
<sealh> [masc.] Salix L., willow 130; reades seales gen.sg. [ured sallow"] (?)Salix
purpurea L., purple willow; or (?)Salix rubens Schrank; or (?)Lythrwn
salicaria L., purple loosestrife 841(N).
<sealm> masc. psalin25l.
sealt neut. salt 160, 180, 208, 617, 629 &c.
<sealt> ad]. salt, salted, salty 514, 596, 1005.
seande see salule.
seaw neut. juice 7, 848.
seax neut. knife, dagger, or short sword 788; acc. p1. 772(N).
<secan> I to seek, approach, reach 9; imp.sg. sece 59.
secg [masc.] sedge, CarexL. 193.
secgan ifi to say 850, 1033; 3p1.pres.ind. secgea 734; lsg.pret.ind. sde 936.
secgleac [neut.] ["sedge-leek"] Allium schoenoprasum L., chives 505.




0 <sco> [wk fern.] pupil (of the eye). dat.pl. seoum 399 (IL. pupilhis 400).
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<seoc> adj. sick. wk.nom.sg.masc. (as subst.) sick person seoca 73(N).
<seofon> card. num. seven. The roman numeral VII is used in 573, 644, 740, 879(2x);
also in XXVII (i.e. seofon 7 twentig) in 724.
<seofontene> card. num. seventeen 197.
<seofoba> ord. num. seventh 1034.
• seolh [marc.] seal (i.e. the animal) 562.
<seon> 1 to strain, filter 139; ii. to ooze, run, discharge. 3sg.pres.ind.(w.dat.) sihl 736;
pres.ptc. adj.dat.sg.masc. seondum 973(N); pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.fem. seondre
972(N); pres.ptc.adj.wkgen./dat.sg.fem. siendan 735.
<geseon> 5 to see, observe 153.
<seonu> [fern.] sinew. norn.pl. seonuwa 736, 740; acc.pl. sionwe 429 (LL. neruosque
430); gen.pl. gina 976.
<seojan> 2 to boil. 119, 121, 136, 177, 205 &c.
sester marc. sextarius (a measure of capacity), but here probably some sort of container
107, 108, 699.
sell neut. rump, bottom 528, 530, 534; beo on setle (of the sun) has set 75.
<settan> I to set, place 138, 139, 319 (LL. posito 320), 804; to allow to settle 137; to
plant 573(N).
<gesettan> I to compose, create 969.
<side> wk. fern. side (of the body) 206, 219, 375 (LL. latera 376), 383 (LL. madianuni
384), 725, 728, 730.
• sidece marc. pain in the side 723, 729.
• sideware partly wk [?fern.] zedoary, Curcuma zedoaria Roscoe. str.acc.sg. sideware
119; wk.acc.sg. sidewaran 107(N), 164.
<sidwrc> [marc.] pain in the side 204.
siendan 735 see seon.
sigan 1 to drain 720.
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sigelhweorfa [wk masc.] ["sun-turning"] Calendula offlicinalis L., pot marigold; or
Cichorium intybus L., chicory; or Taraxacuni offinalis Weber Group, common
dandelion; or Hypochoeris L., cat's-ear; or (?)Heliotropium europaeum L.,
heliotrope 240.
singan 3 to sing 61, 75, 85, 92, 93 &c; pres.subj.sg. singe 259, 296, 953, 1010, 1011;for
imp.sg. 254, 602; imp.sg. sinc 297.
<gesingan> 3 to sing. gesingepres.subj.sg. 708;for imp.sg. 509.
<singrene> wk /jèrn.] ["evergreen"] Sempervivum tectoruin L., houseleek; or (?)Vinca
minor L., lesser peri'inlde 1004.
sinu see seonu.
sionu see seonu.
sittan 5 to sit 670, 772, 966; 3p1.pret.ind. satan 775; to be situated, to settle 528.
<sip> [rnasc.] time. datsg. sie 45(2x); sye 45; dat p1. sij,um 815, 882; sian 953, 954,
956, 961; sy[I,]an 85.
sil*an see syI*an.
sIpdrnc [marc.] drink to induce sleep 233.
<slahl,ornrind> [fern.] ["sloe-thorn-bark"] bark of Prunus spinosa L., blackthorn, sloe
827.
slapan 7 to sleep 848.
slarige wk fern. Salvia sclarea L., clary sage 48; gen.sg. slarian 983.
<slean> 6 to strike 76, 567; to make a cut (by striking) 671; to forge 772; to break (Out)
(ofpustules). pres.subj.pI. (Ut) slean 153.
<geslean> 6 to beat 171.
() 0 <siege> [marc.] instrument ((?)shafl, (?)rod) used in striking. gen.pl. [sijega
417(N)(LL. sudum4l8).
° <slitan> 1 to tear, rend to pieces. infi.infln. 331 (to slitenne : U. laceranduni 332).
<slyp(p)e> wk fern. paste, slimy substance. acc.sg. (or acc.sg. of slypa wk[rnasc.] paste)
slypan 600(N); dat.sg. slyppan 600.
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< smt1 > adj. small, fine 515, 614, 636, 624, 706, 742; dat.sg.neut. smalan 990;
wksuperi.nom.sg.neut. smeIste 181.
smcqearmas masc. p1. small intestines, entrails 461 (LL. fifras 462)7 975.
smale adv. finely, into small pieces 32, 37, 55, 72, 81 &c.
<smeoh> adj. penetrating, creeping in. dat.sg.masc. smeogan 97(N).
smera neut. fat, grease, lard 133(2x), 138, 638, 707; acc.sg. smeoru 173; smero 19;
smeru 133, 134(2x), 136; dat.sg. smerwe 28.
() <smer(?-e)> [masc.] (?)lip, (?)cheek ((?)here specifically the lower part of the cheek
bordering on the lip). dat.pL smerum 397 (LL. buccis 398).
smero see smera.
smeru see smera.
o smicre adv. finely 477 (smicre geworhtum : LL. fabrefactis 478).
<smitan> 1 to smear 147.
• smi masc. smith, blacksmith 772, 775.
< smyrwan > I to smear, anoint. imp.sg. smyre 11, 57, 98, 161, 203 &c; smere 29;
infl.infln. smergenne 30.
<smyrwian> II to smear, anoint 702.
<snad> fern. piece, portion of food. acc.sg. snade 814(N); acc.pl. snada 516(2x), 716;
smeda 232, 701.
o srnede1earm [masc.] intestine, large intestine 457 (LL. fithrem 458).
sng1 marc. snail, slug 959; gen.sg. snegles 240.
• snican 1 to creep, crawl 565(N).
For solsequium see 49(N).
socian II tosoak 139.
<somnian> II to collect, gather 134.
<gesomnian> U to collect, gather 41.
sona adv. soon, forthwith, at once, immediately 525, 608, 640, 643, 649 &c; in phrase.
sona swa ... 1a as soon as ... then. 653.
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• <sorg> fern, sorrow 941.
so1ice adv. now, indeed, truly, so let it be 333 (LL. ianl 334), 387 (LL. ergo 388), 419
(LL. er[glo 420), 487 (LL. [i]am 488), 497 (LL. amen 498).
spati [neut.] spittle 98, 257.
• spere neut. spear 765, 771, 774, 776(2x).
sperewyrt fern. ["spear-wort"J his pseudacorus L., yellow iris; or (7)one or more species
of Ranunculus L., especially Ranunculus flamnuila L., lesser spearwort, or
Ranunculus lingua L., great spearwort 126, 812.
spic neut. lard 639(N), 1022, 1023, 1024.
<spiwan> 1 to spit out; or to vomit 943(N).
spiwdranc [masc.] drink to induce vomiting, liquid emetic 195, 199,
() 0 <spone> wk. [fern.] teat 449 (LL. mamiltas 450).
0 <spore, or 
-u> [wk fern.] heel 443(N) (LL. calcibus 444).
springcwyrt [fern.] ["spnng-wort"] (?)Euphorbia lathyris L., caper spurge; or (?)some
species of Mentha L., mint, e.g. water-mint, horse mint 797; springwyrt
126(N).
<sprytting> [fern.] shoot 83.
<stacmn> [fern.] voice 714.
<stppan> 6 to step926, 931.
<stall> [rnasc. or neut.] standing, standing position 502.
stan rnasc. stone, rock 523, 524, 525, 548, 610.
stanbab [neut.] "stone-bath", i.e. vapour bath made by pouring water onto heated stones
1017.
stancrop [rnasc.] ["stone-cluster", "stone-umbel"] Sedum acre L., biting stonecrop,
wailpepper 810; gen.sg. stancroppes 985.
standan 6 to stand (I.e. (usually) to remain undisturbed) 22, 150, 163, 167, 191 &c; infin.
stondan 183, 513; 3sg.pres.ind. stond (... wiI) stands (... against), withstands
549(N), 575 (cf wistondan); pres.subj.sg. stonde 502.
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o <steora> wk [masc.] steersman, pilot 355 (LL. proretas 356).
<steorfan> 3 to die. pres.subj.pl. steorfan 797.
o < stepe> [marc.] (base of) the sole 445(N) (LL. bassibus 446).
<sticca> wk masc. spoon 33; stick 144, 249, 251.
sticce neut. piece 35.
<stillan> I (w. dat) to relieve, stop. 3sg.pres.ind. stub 1014.
<stilnes> [fern.] stillness, quiet, repose 531.
<stib> adj. stiff, firm, ofthickconsistency63l.
• StiIe [fern.] ["stiff", "sturdy", "severe", "resolute (one)"] apparently a by-name of the
plant lombes cyrse 550(N).
stondan see standan.
stor [marc.] frankincense, storax 141(N).
<stow> fern. place, location, spot 662; dat.sg. stowwe 522.
stream [marc.] current 108, 963, 1010.
<streawberie> wk [fern.] wild strawberry, Frageria vesca L. 14, 154, 240; gen.sg.
streawbergean 40.
<stredan> I or 3 to strew, sprinkle 806, 810.
o strengu [fern.] strength 341 (godes strengu : LL. Gabriel 342).
<strican> 1 towipe533.
o <strong> adj. strong, powerful 333 (LL. fortibus 334), 419 (LL. forte 420).
• Stune [fern.] ["Resounding", "Crashing (one)"] apparently a by-name of the plant
lombes cyrse (cf stunian) 548(N).
• <stunian> II to resound, crash, dash 549(w. dat.)(N), 575.
<styrian> I to stir (trans.) 251.
<sum> adj., andpron. i. adj. a certain, some 166, 701, 1007; a, some 721; ii. pron. some
1007.
sumor masc. summer 42, 43, 1008.
°<gesund> adj. sound, safe 373 (LL. tuta 374).
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< sundcorn > neut. ["sea-seed"] seed of Saxifraga granulata L., meadow saxifrage
180(N).
sunne wk fern. sun 8, 46, 75.
supan 2 to drink 686, 692(N), 718, 745, 751.
<gesupan> 2 to sip, suck up; or to swallow, drink 943(N).
sur adj. soui 129(N), 667; dat.sg.neut. suran 193; assubst. sourness 1005.
<sure> wk. [fern.] sorrel 127(see geaces sure).
suj adv. south, to the south 858.
• < sujan> adv. from the south 590.
sulerne adj. southern 1017.
suj,ernewuda [rnasc.] southernwood, Artemesia abrotanum L. 118, 155, 625, 957.
swa adv. and conj. (see also hwa, hwylc) i. adv. thus, as it is, as they are (or possibly an
intensifier very). 6, 1006; so, thus. 64, 121, 232, 546, 648 &c; ii. conj. as.
55, 525, 632(N), 999; swa swa as 377 (LL. ut 378), 1025; swa bet so that
1012; in a phrase. sw wen is perhaps, perchance 473 (LL. forte 474); swa
swa as, even as 321 (LL. uelet 322); swa swa just as, like unto 341; correl.
swa ... swa as/so ... as 231, 636, 988; swa ... swa so/as ... as 38, 121-2, 138,
187-8,231,721;ealswa...swajustas...as800;swaswa...swaas...as
686-7; swa hat swa he hatust ... mge as hot as he can 611-2 (cf below); in
phrasessonaswa... a as soon as ... then 653; swa... at so ... that 142, 631,
918; w. super!, in phrases swa he swibast mge "as far as he can" 220; swa
he hatost mge "as hot as he can" 745; swa Du hatost ... mzge "as hot as you
can" 530; iii. w. comparatives the .,. the. swa seire swa ... fttron the better,
the...ftter221-2.
sw see swa.
<swncan> I to afflict, trouble 918.
<swr> adj. heavy, grievous, sad 928.
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<swartbyrd> fern. dark birth, black birth (possibly refers to the birth of a "blue
baby") 928(N).
<swtetan> I to sweat 70.
< swat> neut. humour, sweat 999.
<sweart> adj. black, evil 365 (LL. tetras 366), 375 (LL. tetri 376), 941.
swefi [masc.] sulphur 618, 823, 825.
<geswel> neut. swelling, tumour 83, 614, 997; datsg. geswelle 25, 30, 669.
<swellan> 3 to swell. pres.subj.pl. swellan 613.
sweora see swira.
sweostar [fern.] sister 654; nom.pl. sweoster 878.
° <(?)sweota, (?)-e> wk. [?] (meaning unknown - (?)testicle, (?)penis, ('?)scrotum)
457(N) (LL. marsem 458).
• <swerian> 6 toswear655.
<swetan> I to sweeten 688, 843; pa.ptc. gesweted 182, 505; pa.ptc.adj.acc.sg.masc.
swetedne 72; pa.ptc.adj.acc.sg.neut. geswet 696; gesweted 15, 182;
pa.ptc.adj.gen.sg.neut. geswettes 704; pa.ptc.adj.dat.sg.neut. geswettum 686,
794; geswettan 502
<geswetan> I to sweeten 218, 227, 726.
<swigian> II to keep silent 108.
<swima> wk masc. dizziness (or a similar complaint) 719.
<swin> [neut.] swine, pig 738, 816; gen.sg. swynes 682.
<swingan> 3 to beat, whip. pres.subj.sg. swinge 637; imp.sg. swyng 149; swingc 21.
<swinsung> [fern.] singing, ringing 974.
<swira> wk [masc.] neck 383 (LL. cladum 384), 405 (LL. ceruice 406), 409 (U. cob
410); acc. or dat. sg. sweoran 648, 652, 919.
swib adj. strong, potent 185; comp. right (side). 93, 219, 220, 647.
swipe adv. very, very much, vigorously, thoroughly 2, 33, 70, 72, 75 &c; swyhe 720;
superl. swiast (swa he swiDast mge as far as he can) 220; swijost 702.
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<swoiwe> wk [fern.] swallow 683.
swyic pron. and adj. i. pron. such as 644; ii. adj. w. correl. conj. such. swyic fte1s
swylce such a vessel as 168; iii. in multiplicative expresson. swyic Itlu twice
as much 188(N).
swylce adv. as, like, resembling (see also swylc) 530, 730.
<swyle> [masc.] swelling, tumour 632.
<swyltan> 3 to die. 3p1.pres.ind. swy1ta 792; swy1te 794.




<syftan> I to sill, sieve. pa.ptc.adj.acc.sg.neut. (or possibly imp.sg.) gesyft 72(N).
syif pron. and adj. i. pron. seW nom.sg.fem. sylf herself 937; dat.pLfem. sylfan themselves
641; ii. adj. self dat.sg.neut. sylfan 168.
<syllan> I to give, grant. imp.sg. syle 52, 100, 152, 163, 172 &c; 487 (IL. dante 488);
sele 688.
• <gesyllan> I to give up, lose 559.
<gesyltan> I to salt. imp.sg. gesylte 716.
synule adv. always 710, 728, 814.
o <synn> [fern.] sin. acc.pI. synne 489 (IL. peccata 490).
syl see sifr
syj ban adv. and conj. i. adv. then, afterwards 46, 116, 168, 211, 258, 351 (IL. turn 352),
807, 996, 1024; sian 167; ii. conj. when, since, inasmuch as. syan 75,
121, 560.
syx card. nurn. six 775, 1019. Additionally the roman numeral VI is used in 637, 879(2).
<ta> wk [fern.] toe 736; dat.pI. taurn 441 (U. mentagris 442).
• <teag> [fern.] reins, or collar 652(N).
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tear masc. In the term huniges tear, lit. "drop of honey", denoting "run" honey, i.e. honey
that has dripped from the comb 32(N), 33, 701; tearfulness, tearing; or tear
('?)dat.sg. or gen.pl. teara 696(N).
tela adv. good, ample, appropriate. tela micel a good amount 29.
0 <telga> wk [masc.J branch 439(N) (LL. ramos 440).
ten card. num. ten 477 (LL. x 478); acc.pLmasc. tyne 439 (ct LL. decies 440).
Additionally the roman numeral X is used in 704.
<teon> 2 to pull, draw 159(N), 670; to drag, drag away 323 (LL. trahat 324).
<teoba> ord. num. tenth 807.
<tid>fem. hour5l8, 843.
tilian II to treat (w. gen) 998.
0 <titt> masc. teat, nipple 449 (LL. mamillas 450).
to prep. w. gen., dat., dat./instr., and adv. i prep. w. gen. to middes in the middle 804; w.
dat. as, as a, for 11(3x), 117, 123 &c; into, to 42, 72, 134, 136, 181 &c; to
111, 132, 493 (IL. ad 494), 495 (IL. ad 496), 530 &c; at, by (w. fyre fire) 29,
607, 844; next to, touching 55; for 71(2x), 245, 714; w. dat./instr. to 632, 949;
ii. adv. to 57, 73, 243, 531, 648, 675, 707, 818, 1013; er ... to thereto 704.
(See also don and Jecgai); too 139, 185 (2x); iii. w. infi. infin. 30 (2x), 331,
845, 1027.
<toblawan> 7 to inflate, distend 830.
<tocinan> 1 to crack 170.
tocyme masc. arrival, approach 999.
• <tofleogan ((?)or tofleon)> 2 to fly apart, burst, be dispersed in ifight 567.
toforan prep. w. dat./instr. before, in front of 935.
<getog> [neut.J tugging, contraction 976.
togcdere adv. together 42, 131, 637, 640, 849, 1023.
• togeanes prep. w. dat. against, in opposition to 770(post-positioned).
toh adj. tough, sticky 166.
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tosamne see tosomne.
<toslean> 6 to strike to pieces, shatter. imp.sg. tosleah (hwon) shatter (lightly) 170.
• <toslitan> 1 to bite, tear to pieces, kill (by biting) 565.
• toslupan 2 (precise meaning in context uncertain - see n) to dissipate, disperse, slip
apart 596(N).
tosomne adv. together 17, 20, 21, 28, 61 &c; tosamne 698.
o <toj> [masc.] tooth 381 (LL. sennas 382), 403 (LL. dentibus 404).
tobece [masc.] toothache 75.
°<toreoma> [wk. masc.] gum. dat.pl. tojreoman 401 (LL. [gji[njg[iJs 402).
<treow> [neut.] tree. dat.pl. treowan 131.
• < (?)trinda, (?)-e> wk. [?] (?)round lump, (?)circular or spherical mass 134(N), 136.
<trog> masc. trough, tray, tub, basin 524.
o <truin> adj. secure, firm, strong 363 (LL. firnium 364).
<trymes(s), or trymessa, -e> [fern.] or [wk masc. or fern.] a unit of measurement,
drachina 690(N).
tu see twa.
tun [masc.] village, house. In Lacn. this word occurs only in the expression on tun gan to
arrive/appear (in the dwelling(s) of men)). acc. or Ioc.sg. in r sumor on tun
ga before summer comes 42(N), and onne sumor on tun ga4 when summer
comes 43.
o <tunge> wk [fern.] tongue 381 (LL. liganam 382), 403 (LL. lingue 404).
tunminte wk fern. ["garden-mint", "town-mint" (i.e. not a wild variety)] Mentha spicata
L., spear mint 848, 982.
tunnap rnasc. ["garden-rape", "town-rape" (i.e. not a wild variey)1 Brassica napus L.,
rape; (?)or Brassica rapa L., subsp. rape (i.e. a cultivated turnip). acc.sg.
smalne tunnacp ["small tuniuep"] 624(N).
twa adv. twice 121; swyic t[u] twice as much 188(N).
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twegen card. num. two. norn.neut. twa 570; acc.masc. twegen 531, 705; acc.fem. twa
170, 226, 385 (LL. bliJn[a]s 386), 509, 516, 982, 988; gen. twegra 27;
(possibly a mistake for twega) twiga 508; dat. twain 605. Additionally the
roman numeral Ills used in 880(2x).
<tweif> card. num. twelve. The roman numeral XII is used in 709.
<twentig> card num. twenty 661. Additionally the roman numeral XXVII (i.e. seofon 7
twentig) is used in 724.
<twig> [neut.] twig. acc.pl. twiga 129.
twiga 508 see twegen.
°twiga adv. twice 441 (LL. binos 442).
<tydernes> [fern.] infirmity, frailty, weakness 692; acc. or dat.sg. tyddernysse 123.
< tyran > I to run with water (of the eyes), tear, stream. pres.subj.pl. tyran 37;
pres.ptc.adj.dat.pl.neut. tyrendum 25.
<getyrwan> I to make like tar, to make into a tarry consistency 138.
<tyrwe> wk fern. a tarry substance 143.
a conj. and adv. i. conj. when 572, 762, 763, 917; ii. adv. then 566, 567, 654, 655, 879,
969; (sona swa ...)
	
(as soon as ...) then 653.
c 78 see u.
<nnan> I to stretch out 220.
nne see onne.
Ir ac/v. and conj. i. adv. there 568, 786, 950; Dacr ... to there ... to 704; u. conj. where,
wherever 57, 147, 203, 663, 682, 730, 767, 800, 839; iii. w. the verb "to be"
"there is ..." 607, 748.
barct adv. to that place, thereat 640.
barin ac/v. therein (see also eron) 110, 202, 944.
erofer ac/v. thereover, over that 145, 605.
Jaron ac/v. (see also Jrin) thereon 1010; therein 56.
bterto adv. thereto, to it 72, 128, 166, 611, 637, 639, 640, 1024.
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jncrwijj ady. therewith 182.
t conj. so that, that 2, 166, 181, 192, 246 &c; that 142, 153, 631, 651, 748 &c.
Jat see also se, swa, and wib.
tte conj. so that. All instances gloss LL. ut : 323, 335, 347, 359, 375, 415, 479, 491.
jan see se, and after.
anan adv. thence, from that place 949.
Je indecl. reL particle who, which, that. alone. 44, 59, 60, 70(N)(in which) &c; in the
combination se e 39; w. 3 pers. pron. e him for whom 919; in other
expressions. wijJ on be in/against the event in which, against that (namely)
92, 690, 883, 975; Js be according to that which, as 1032; ba hwile be while
296, as long as 671.
beah adv. though, nevertheless, yet 59.
bean fern. need, necessity 38, 82, 169, 525, 632 &c.
° frarmwind [neul.] casing of the intestine, (?)windpipe 447(N) (IL. iugulain 448).
befebom [masc.] ["befe-thorn"] Rhainnus cathartica L., buckthorn; or (?)species of
Rubus L., raspberry, blackberry 817(N).
<ecgan> I to consume. 3sg.pres.ind. ege 1016.
<ge,eode> neut. language 1026.
< beofenta> [fern.] p1. theft, thieving 820.
°<Jeohgeweald> neut. p1. genitalia 435(N) (IL. fenioralia 436).
() ° < jeohsconca> [wk marc.] thigh-bone, upper part of the leg 433 (IL. femoribus
434).
° <Jeohweorfa> [wk marc.] kneecap, knee-joint. dat.pl. beohweorfan 437 (IL.
genudis 438).
Deor [marc.] an affliction, possibly a rough, dry condition affecting epithelial tissue,
particularly the skin (see n.) 201(N), 503, 511, 520, 526, 507, 522, 834.
beordrnc marc. drink to relieve the affliction beor 515.
< beorece> [marc.] theor-pain, pain caused by the affliction beor 976(N).
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<eorgerid> [neut.] "eor-riding", affliction associated with beor (see n. to beor 201)
977.
< beorwerc> [masc.] eor-pain, pain caused by the affliction heor 744(N).
hes dem. adj. and pron. this. nom.sg.masc. hes 743; nom.sg.fem. beos 29, 169, 548, 553,
861; Jyos 854; nom./acc.sg.neut. Jis 19, 24, 47, 75, 85 &c; acc.sg.masc.
ysne 295, 764, 917; acc.sg.fem. jas 941; gen.sg.masc./neut. byses 325;
Jeoses 325 (LL. uius 326); Jys (endingless) 991; gensg.fem. ysse 941;
instr.sg.masc. ysse 947; instr.sg.neut. ys 158; nom./acc.pL has 41, 81, 113,
130, 131 &c; gen.pl. yssa 128, 508, 987, 988; ysra 243; dat.pL ysum
1032; yssum 980; beosum 491; his (endingless) 1035; ys (endingless) 1036.
bicce adj. thick, dense 73, 84, 231, 347 (LL. denso 348), 1003.
icgan I to eat, drink, consume 960; ige imp.sg. 64, 177, 178, 506; yge 716; infln.
icgean 297; infi.infin. icganne 30.
<geigcan> I to consume 1008.
icge adv. thickly (possibly a mistake for bicce)33(N).
icgean see icgan.
igcan see icgan.
'' < biht> adj. strong, solid, firm. bilitan wkacc.sg.masc. 946(N); wkdat.sg.masc.
947(N); alternatively these words may be infinitives - bihtan to strengthen.
bin poss.adf. your 188, 257, 369 (LL. tue 370), 605, 642, 721, 781, 850; dat.sg.masc.
binum 55; binan 55; dat.sg.neut. binan 98.
<ping> [neuf.] thing. In adverbial phrase. nanigne inga in no way 861.
o holian> II (w.dat.) to avoid, be free from 491 (U caream 492).
o geo1ian II (w.dat.) to avoid, be free from 491 (II. caream 492).
hon adv. then 111(N),545(N).
hon see after, r, se and wib.
bonne adv. and con]. i. adv. then 9(2x), 18, 22, 35(3x) &c; Jnenne 646, 647(2x), 648; ii.
conj. when 13, 45(2x), 78(2x) &c; r bonne before 214; correL con]. ... adv.
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when ...then. onne ... bonne 43, 44-5, 119, 137, 531, 850, 930, 934, 934-5;
I)onne ... bonne ... bonne when ... then ... when 949.
• orngebkcd [neut.] blister or other swelling caused by a thorn 587.
bre 52 see Jry.
bridda ord. nurn. third 45, 112, 157; Jridda nom.masc. 1030; fridde 193.
o rinis fern. "threeness", the Trinity 315 (U. trinitas 316); Drinnis 317 (U. trinitas
318).
o < Iwiofeald> adj. three-fold. wkacc.sg.fem. 1,riofealdan 455 (LL. trifidum 456);
wkdat.sg.fem. Iryfealdan 391 (LL triforme 392).
• < J,rit(t)ig> card. num. thirty. The roman numeral XXX is used in 538, 576.
briwa adv. thrice 213, 252, 295(2x), 794 Sw; frywa 60. Additionally the roman numeral
ifi is used in 602, 754, 891.
o <j,rotbolla> wk [rnasc.J gullet, windpipe, larynx 405 (U. gugullione 406).
°<frowere> masc. martyr 357 (U. martyres 358).
fry card. num. three 33, 34, 42, 52, 73(2x) &c; acc.neut. bre 52. Additionally the roman
numeral ifi is used in 142, 509, 518, 521, 529, 538, 576, 880(2x).
bryfeald see friofeald.
0 <frymseld> neut. Throne (i.e. the angelic order of Thrones) 343 (LL. thronos 344).
rywa see briwa.
bu 2pers.pron. you. nom.sg. u 13, 55, 57, 119, 121 &c; ho 389 (LL.) (possibly influenced
by the lemma esto); c acc. (or w. confusion of cases) dat. sg. 78(N); acc.sg.
be 13, 764, 843, 931; y 543(2x), 544(2x); acc. or dat. sg. (reflexive) he 856,
857, 858; gen.sg. bin 783, 785, 787; dat.sg. be 65, 82, 169, 597, 632 &c;
nom.pl. ge 940.
Juma wk [masc.] thumb 55, 188.
< Junorckefre > wk [fern.] ["thunder-clover"] (?)Ajuga reptans L., bugle; or
(?)Leucanthemum vulgare Lam., ox-eye daisy 26.
< unwonge> wk [neut.] temple (of the head) 393 (U. timpore 394).
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burh prep. w. acc. through 17, 35, 38, 57, 119 &c.
urhburnen pa.ptc. thoroughly burnt, burnt through 630.
burst [marc.] thirst 1016.
bus ac/v. thus, in this way 245, 807, 1021.
< bwean> 6 to wash, cleanse 2, 109, 158, 160, 533, 738, 827.
y 543(2x), 544(2x) see Du.
ycgan see icgan.
o yIas conj. lest, so that not 331 (LL. [file 332), 483 (LL. ne 484).
ynne adj. thin 533.
o < yoh> neut. thigh 385 (LL bathma 386).
yorwyrt [fern.] ["jeor-wort" (see Deor)] a plant name, but unidentified 516.
• ysteIgebhed [neut.] blister or pustule caused by a thistle 587(N).
ualeriane ? common valerian, Valeriana officinalis L. 49(N).
uane see fanu.
ufan adv. from above 962; ufon 110; on ufan in addition, besides, moreover 213.
<ufeweard> adj. upper part 616.
<ufonweard> adj. upper part 508, 512; acc.sg.fem. ufanwearde 813.
<uhte> wk [fern.] dawn. dat.sg. uhton 192.
uic see fic.
ulca peruica 243(N) isa Lat. plant name for Vinca major L., greater periwinkle.
IJna is the Lat. nom.sg.fem. card nurn. one, here attributive to the plant mugwort,
Artemesia vulgaris L. 537(N).
°<unarimed> adj. innumerable 469 (U. innumeros 470).
<uncut) > adj. unusual, strange 25.
under prep. w. acc. and dat. under, beneath. w. acc. 610, 833; w. dat. 766(2x).
0 <undertunget)rum> [rnasc. or neut] tongue-ligament, ligament under the tongue.
dat.sg. undertunget)rum 405(N) (LL sublingue 406).
<ungehyrnes> [fern.] hardness of hearing, deafliess 974.
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<ungemaetlic > adj. excessive 1000, 1001.
<ungemactfist> adj. excessive, immoderate 1000; dat.sg.masc. ungemetfastum 1000.
0 <ungesewenhic> adj. invisible 415 (U. inuisibilis 416).
<unhaelo> fern. sickness, ailment, disorder. dat.sg. unhaho 693.
unmale adj. unblemished, unspotted 108, 246.
unmihtighic adj. weak 1016.
<unsoden> adj. uncooked. datsg.neut unsodenan 625.
unswil) adj. weak 185.
unsylt adj. unsalted 173.
o <geuntrumian> II to become ill 481 (LL egroteni 482).
<untrumnes> fern. infirmity, illness 970, 978; acc.pL untruninysse 169.
o < unburhsceotendlic> adj. impenetrable 367 (U. inpenetrabile 368).
up adv. up 606, 671, 736, 931.
<upgan> anorn. vb. to rise (of the sun) 46.
uplang adj. upright 9.
upon prep. (w. acc.) upon 611; uppan 610.
upweard adj. upwards, face upwards 8,712.
upweardes adv. (turned) upwards 605.
ure lpers.pI.poss.adj. our 1026.
Ut adv. out, out! 153, 159, 551, 721, 765, 771, 774, 776, 950, 996.
utan adv. on the outside, without 29, 189, 481 (U. foris 482), 971; befon utan encircle,
envelope 918; ymb ... utan around, round the outside 671.
<utgang> [marc.] end, departure. 1030; excretion, excrement. 975.
< utgangan > 7 to depart, end. pres.ptc. utgeongende 491 (U. iens 492);
pres.ptc.dat.sg.masc. utganggendum 1028.
<utsiht> [fern.] tharrha 170, 706, 917(2x).
utyrnende pres.ptc.adj. purgative, diuretic 70, 179, 193; nom.sgmasc. utyrnynde 187.
wacyan II to stay awake. 44; to open, be freed from obstruction 18.
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<gewage> [neut.] weight 691, 704.
t <wa1spere> [neut.] deadly spear (lit. "slaughter-spear"). acc.pl. waIspera 775(N).
wIwyrt [fern.] ["(?)slaughter-wort", "(?)foreign-wort" - see OED "wallwort"] Sambucus
ebulus L., dwarf elder, danewort; or Inula helenium L., elecampane 526, 610.
wnn see wenn.
<wpen> [neut.] weapon, (p1.) arms 333 (LL. armis 334).
G	 ,
<wicpnedcynn> [neut.] maleA92.
<wtepnedman> [masc.] male, a man. dat.sg. wepnedmen 994.
<wterc> [masc.] pain. dat.sg. wrce 549, 575, 975; wyrce 830.
waerlice adv. warily, with restraint 177.
<wscan> 6 to wash 189.
wta wk masc. liquid, fluid 184, 296, 297, 506, 640, 721, 788.
<wicte> wk fern. moisture, wetness 1001.
water neut. water 2, 109(2x), 165, 248 &c; dat.sg. wtere 5, 157, 185, 195, 503 &c;
watre 688.
• watergebhcd [neut.] blister or other swelling caused by water 586(N).
<wanian> II to reduce by medical treatment, diminish (blood in bloodletting). infl.infin.
wanienne 1028.
<gewanian> II to reduce by medical treatment, diminish (blood in bloodletting) 1032.
we see ic.
weallan 7 to boil 139, 195; to well, flow 690.
<weallung> [fern.] fever, inflammation, agitation 972.
wearm adj. warm 152, 213, 230, 679(N), 707, 718, 724; dat.sg.neut. wearman 608.
wearme adv. warmly 215, 219, 1006.
weax see wex.
(s)' <weden> adj. blue, purple. wk.dat.sg.neut wedenan 582, 584.
weg [masc.] way, road. on weg away 754.
o <wegan> 5 to cany, bear 497 (ic sy gewegen : LL. uehar 498).
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wegbrade wk. fern. ["way-broad"] Plantago major L., greater plantain 541, 598, 760;
wegbrade 126; acc.sg. wegbrdan 692; norn.sg. [acc. sg. or ?nom.pl.]
wegbrdan 1020; gen.sg. wegbrdan 59.
<welig> [rnasc.] willow, Salix L. 129.
wet adv. well, very much, very, fully 56, 132, 152, 159, 166 &c; well 162, 814, 996.
wellan see wyllan.
wen [fern. or masc. [neut. ?JJ probability, possibility. In phrase. sw wen is perhaps,
perchance 473 (LL. forte 474).
<wenn> rnasc. wen, wart, tumour, stye, cyst 122, 200, 520(N), 624(N); dat.sg. wnne
24; norn.pl. wnnas 711, 1009(N).
<wendan> I toturn, stir 167, 962.
<wensealf> [fern.] salve for a wen 117.
wenwyrt fern. ["wen-wort"] For 212 and 499 see seo clufehte wenwyrt; for 516 see seo
smale wenwyrt.
< seo clufehte wenwyrt > ["the cloved wen-wort] (?)Ranunculus ficaria L., lesser
celandine. nom.sg. sie clufehte wenwyrt 499; acc.sg. ba clufehton wenwyrt
212.
<seo smale wenwyrt> ["the small wen-wort"] a plant name, but identifIcation is difficult
((?)Banunculus ficaria subsp. bulbilifer) 515-6.
weodeweaxe see weoduweaxe.
weodobende see wudubinde.
<weodu> [masc.] wood, grove; or (?)tree. nom.pl. weoda 595(N).
weoduweaxe wk fern. ["wood-wax"] Genista tinctoria L., dyer's greenweed 520, 526;
acc.sg. weode[weaxjan 162(N); gen.sg. wuduweaxan 517.
<weofud> [neut. or masc.] altar 935.
0 <weolur> [masc. or fern.] lip 393 (LL. labie 394).





<weorpan> 3 to throw 754; 3sg.pres.ind. weorpe 551.
<weoran> 3 to become, be, happen, come to pass. 3sg.pres.ind. wyrj 153; pres.subj.sg.
weorbe 528, 826; wurbe 861; 3p1.pret.ind. wurdon 879.
° <weorud> neut. company, host, multitude 337 (LL. exercitus 338), 365 (LL. turbas
366); dat.sg. weorode 347 (LL. agmine 348).
<wer> fern. pledge, covenant, pact. acc.sg. were 363 (U. pactum 364).
• Wergulu fern. (or nom.sg.fem. of an adj. wergul "cursed" used as subst.) ["(?)Reviled",
"Cursed (one)"] a plant name, probably Urtica dioica L., stinging nettle; or
Urtica urens L., annual nettle 561(N).
wermod rnasc. wormwood, Artemesia absinthium L. 127, 201, 213, 223, 233, 241, 512,
515, 789, 793, 984; wyrmod 27(N), 747, 749.
wermod se hara masc. ["the grey wormwood"] (7)Artemesia maritima L., sea wormwood
527(N).
t <werl eod> [fern.] people, mankind59l.
<wesan> I to soak, macerate, steep. imp.sg. wes 37, 502; wese 680.
wesan see beon.
west adv. west, in a westerly direction 857.
• westan adv. fromthewest59l.
wex neut. wax 141, 173, 708, 825; weax 51, 239(N).
<wexan> 7 to grow, increase. 3sg.pres.ind. wexe 737; wyxst 1015; wyxj 523, 837;
3pLpres.ind. wexeb 800.
wif neut. woman, wife 767, 832, 833, 892, 930, 959.
C-ER,FmALE
<wifcynn> [neut.] femaleA93.
wifman masc. woman 925, 937; datsg. wifmen 994.
o <wigrcat> marc. army. norn.pl. wigreates 337 (U. militie 338).
• <wiht> [fern. or neut.] creature 578.
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<willan> anom. verb, to want, wish, will 13, 44, 59, 61, 138 &c.
win neut. wine 13, 15, 100, 108, 110 &c.
wind rnasc. wind 803, 1016(N)(a ml stake for wund).
winter [masc. or neut] winter 81.
<wipian> II towipe35.
<wirrind> fern. bark of Myrica gale L., bog myrtle, sweet gale (see also Commentary to
793 wylfor the possibility of an instance ofwyr) 129; nom.sg. wyirrind 239.
wig adj. wise 969.
gewis adj. wise, learned 713.
wise wk.fem. trailing stem, runner (here of strawberry plant) 40, 155, 240.
O <wiscan> I to ask, implore. Isg.pres.ind. wisce 343 (LL. opto 344).
o <wisdom> fmasc.J wisdom 339 (wisdomes gefylnes : LL. cheruphin 340).
< gewitan > 1 to depart, pass away 361 (LL. pereat 362); pa.ptc.adj.gen.sg.masc.
gewitenes dead 925.
• <witan> pret.-pres. to know 593.
°<witega> wk [masc.J prophet 353 (LL. prophetas 354).
twitig adj. wise 571.
with see wi.
wiD prep. w. acc., gen., dat., and instr. against, for (the cure of). w. acc. 63, 80, 83,
122(2x) &c; wyb (or w. gen./dat.) 799; w. gen. 6%(?or dat.), 702; w. dat. 4, 7,
24(4x) &c; WITER] 1; w. instr. 581, 582(2x), 583(2x), 584(2x), 585(2x); with.
W. 0CC. 33, 184, 599, 600, 684, 705, 716, 826, 959; w. dat. 100,
247(post-positioned), 676, 701, 737; w. instr. 614; towards, frcing. w.
gen./dat. 8; for. w. acc./dat. 697; near, beside, at. w. acc. (?)177; from,
against. w. acc. 1068(2x); in combinative conjunctions (mainly w. subj.). wi
Jat in case, against the event that 848; wiJ on e in case, against the event
that, against that (namely) 92, 100, 690, 832, 883(w. md.), 975.
• <wistondan> 6 (w.dat.) to withstand 545, 546.
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• • < wistunian > II (w.dat.) to dash against, crash against, resound against 550;
2sg.pret.ind. wistunedest 545.
<gewleccan> I to make tepid 502.
• Woden [masc.] the pagan Anglo-Saxon god Woden 566.
o wolnes [fern.] pestilence 485 (LL. pestis 486).
<womb> ftm. belly 451 (LL. uentrem 452), 745.
•<wonn> adj. dark 584.
<word> neut. word 874, 926, 945.
<wordig> [rnasc.] enclosed homestead, farm 799.
• <woruld> [fern.] world. acc.pI. worulde 573.
wos neut. juice 18, 121, 158, 693.
gewrht 874 see wreccan.
• <wraJ,> adj. (as subst.) foe, fierce one ((?)or possibly (less likely) dat.pL of the noun
wrap cruelty) dat.sg. or p1. wraan 551(N).
<wrgtt> [?masc.] Rubia tinctoruni L., madder 126, 239.
• <wrecan> 5(w. dot.) to expel, purge, (?)punish. 3sg.pres.ind. wrecel 551(N).
() <wreccan> I to sprain or torment. pa.ptc. gewrwht 874(N).
<wreon> 1 to cover, wrap. pres.subj.sg. [w]ry 938.
wrid masc. (?)cluinp, (?)bundle of shoots (growing from a root) 604.
<wringan> 3 i. to wring, strain (by wringing). imp.sg. wring 35, 38, 57, 118, 140, 625;
wring (... of) wring (... ofi), strain (... away) 842. ii. to press, crush. irnp.sg.
wring 711; wringc 830; (?)pa.ptc.acc.pLmasc. gewrungene 74(N).
<gewrit> neut. writing 109.
writan 1 to write 103, 249, 619, 621, 645, 918.
<wrij)an> 1 to bind, bind up, wrap 730(2x), 738.
wudafille see wudufifle.
wudamerce [masc.] ["wood-merce"l Apium graveolens L., wild celery (but not in 986);
or Sanicula europaea L., sanicle 39; gen.sg. wudumerces 986.
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wudorofe wk fern. ["wood-rofe"] Galium odoratum (L) Scop, woodruff or Asphodelus
ramosus L., asphodel, king's spear 239; wudurofe 126; wuduroue 54; acc.sg.
wuduhrofan 742; gen.sg. wuduhrofan 986.
<wudubinde> wk. [fern.] ["wood-bind"] woodbine, honeysuckle, Lonicera periclymenuni
L.; or Hedera helix L., ivy; or Convolvulus arvensis L., bindweed 130, 523.
<wuducyrfihle> wk [fern.] ["wood-cheivil"] a wild species of chervil, e.g. Anthrisus
caucalis Bieb., bur chervil; or Anthriscus silvestris (L) Hoffin., cow parsley;
or Asparagus officinalis L., wild asparagus 714.
wudufifle wk fern. ["wood-file"] a wild species of thyme, e.g. Thymus praecox subsp.
brittanicus (Ronnger) Holub, wild thyme; or a wild species of chervil e.g
Anthriscus caucalis Bieb., bur chervil; or Anthriscus sylvestris (L.) Hoffm,
cow parsley 241; acc.sg. wudafillan 39.
<sco reade wudufihle> ["the red wood-flUe"] (?)Asparagus officinalis L., wild asparagus
737; or (?)Daucus carota L., wild carrot.
wuduhrofe see wudorofe.




wudusurieppel [rnasc.] ["wood-sour-apple"] fruit of Malus silvestris Miller, crab apple.
599(N).
wudubistel [rnasc.] ["wood-thistle"] wild thistle, thistle standing in the wilds 512.
wuduweaxe see weoduweaxe.
• <wuldorgeflogen> (?)"glorious one who fled", (?)"one who fled from glory", (?)"one
from whom glory has fled". dat.pl. wuldorgeflogenum 579(N).
S <wuldortan> masc. glorious twig, glory-twig 566.
wuif [marc.] wolf. For 34 and 809 see wulfes camb.
wulfes camb rnasc. ["woWs comb"] Dipsacus fullonum L., wild teasel 34, 809.
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wulle fern. wool 832, 938, 941.
wund fern. sore, ulcer acc.sg. or p1. wunde 603(N); wound, hurt 1017.
wundorlice adv. wonderfully, remarkably 733.
• < wundswi> adj. "wound-strong", powerful in wounding. acc.pI.neut. wundswi1ie
(alternatively read wund swiôe "wounded severely") 773(N).
<wunian> II to exist, be situated pa.ptc. gewunad 522; gewunod 711.
o <gewunian> II to be wont to 377 (LL. solent 378).
<wursm> [masc. or neut.] matter, pus 736.
wuran see weorban.
• <gewuran> 3 to become. pres.subj.sg. gewurJe 854.
wyirrind see wirrind.
wylisc adj. British, Welsh, or foreign (here referring to a type of ale) 518, 742;
dat.sg.neut. wyliscan 43(N).
<wyll> [masc. or fern.] spring 1009.
<wyllan> I to boil. pres.subj.sg. wylIe 136; imp.sg. wyl 4, 152, 157, 173, 185(2x) &c;
wyll 160, 175, 207, 216, 229 &c; wel 229(N), 503, 673; wylIe 82, 131, 626,
1023; pa.ptc.adj.dat.sg.fern. gewylledre 52.
wyllen> adj. woolen. acc.sg.rnasc. wyllene 996.
<wynstre> adj. left 93, 647, 962.
wyrc see wrc.
wyrcean I to make 70, 71, 477 (smicre geworhtum : LL. fabrefactis 478), 839, 1003,
1007, 1021; pres.subj.sg. wyrce 62, 136; imp.sg. wyrc 72, 179, 195, 197, 200
&c; weorc 804; wyrce 615, 667; 3pl.pret.ind. (less likely infin.) worhtan 775;
to gather. irnp.sg. wyrc 80; to use, put to work. pres.subj.sg. wyrce 602(N);
mid weorcean to work with (or take mid as post-positional after sealfe) 61.
gewyrcean I to make 42, 245; irnp.sg. gewyrc 249, 599, 791, 979.
wyrm masc. crawling animal (e.g. worm, snake, insect, mite (possibly also denotes on
occasion disease(s) thought to be caused by such creatures, or
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protuberances)). 76, 92, 97, 552, 565, 792, 795; gen.sg. weorme[s] 881(N);
dat.pl. weormum 25; norn.sg. wyrm anal fistula 604(N).
<wyrman> I towarni29, 721.
(?)wyrmelo ? (?)worm-meal, i.e. powdered worms or other crawling animals; or
(?)Origanum vulgare L., marjoram. acc.sg . (probably a corruption of either
wyrmmelo or wyrmel(I)e) wyrmelo 180(N).
wyrmgealdor neut. worm-incantation, incantation against worm/insect/snake 254.
• wyrmgeb1ad [neut.] blister or other swelling caused by snake or insect bite 586(N).
wyrniod see wermod.
wyrt fern. herb, plant 63, 121, 128, 141, 166 &c; acc.sg. wyrt 63, 141, 733, 791; wyrte
802; gen.sg. wyrt (possibly a scribal error for wyrte) 35; nom.pl. wyrta 579;
wyrte 154; acc.pl. wyrta 28, 41, 56, 81, 109 &c; wyrte 184, 190, 207, 233,
507, 511, 571, 818; dat.pl. wyrtum 6, 61, 132, 163, 191, 595('?)or root), 674,
980; wyrtan 641; a wyrt (on wordigum) acc.sg. the plant (in homesteads)
perhaps denotes Atropa belladonna L., deadly nightshade 799(N).
<wyrtruma> wk. [masc.] root, root-stock 7,828.
<gewyre> [neut.] amount, worth 142, 629.
wy see wi.
yfe) adj., and neut. subst. i. adj. bad, wretched, unfortunate 1036; wk.superLacc.sg.fern.
wyrrestan 860; ii. neut. subst. evil, ill, ailment, affliction 361 (IL. malum
362), 881; acc.pl. yfelu 1068.
<ylca> wk adj. the same, same (thing) 97, 609, 677, 683, 726, 741, 802, 741, 944, 1036;
acc.sg.neut. ilce 327 (IL. idem 328), 603.
• <ylf > [rnasc. or fern.] elf 782, 784.
ymb prep. and adv. i. prep. w. acc. about, at 5, 413(2x) (IL. erga 414), 805; during, in
814; ymbe ... Iaes De after 509; ymb ... utan see ymbutan; ii. adv. around
806.
o <ymbsyllan> I to encompass, surround 359 (IL. septat 360).
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ymbutan prep. w. acc. around, about 967; ynib ... utan 671.
<ynse> wk.fem. ounce 1013.
<yr> ? back of an axe-head 135(N).
yrnan 3 to run, flow 671, 844, 1010; drift 818; pres.ptc.adj.gen.sg.neut. yrnendes 108;
pres.ptc.adj.dat.sg.neut. yrnendum 943, 962.
• ysgebhd [masc.] blister or other swelling caused by ice, ((?)chilblain) 588.
ysopo see isopo.
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SELECT LIST OF OLD IRISH WORDS
[In view of the often corni forms and obscore contexts in rdith Irish words are found in Lacn. the following li is
intended only as a provisionai guide to the collection's Irish vocabulaiy. It includes only those words which seem
relatively unproblematic, none of which requires draatic einendation. More dail on these and other possible Irish
words can be found in the Commentaiy see also Zimmer [18951, Meroney [1945-6], and Stuait [19741.
Wherever possible beadwords are here normalised to the spellings of the main headwords in DIL. Verbs are entered as
headwords in the 3 sg, pres. md. absol. form.
Whenever MS word division (reproduced in my text of the Irish incantations) obscores a word, the MS form is given
within square bradds (with the relevant lters underlined) after the line numbers.
No indication is given as to whother grammatical gender can be dotemiined from internal evidence alone, gender being
taken from DIL and/or Thumeysen [1946]]
acra(e) neut. act of suing, prosecution, objection acre 86, 255.
ar prep. w. acc. or dat against, for ar 86 [nem], 255(2x) [cre1 [nemJ; r 87
[nemJ, 255(2x) [nem] [nem]; ear 86 [cre].
berm mosc. sharp-pointed stake, little spear, dagger (here apparently describes the sharp
tongue, bite, or sting of a mit) biran 94.
<breó> fern. or masc. flame (here probably usedfiguratively of a saint - St. Brigit?) brio
1066(N).
(Y) <bruth> marc. blaze, heat, glowing mass (here probably referring to a saint - St.
Brigit?) broht ((?)for broth) 1066(N) [rubebrohtl.
<coillid> verb destroys. lsg.pres.ind.absol. cuillo 94 [docuillol, 95.
<co> prep. w. dat. with (see also notes to cumer 821) cu 87 [na1, 255 [na].
<cr11> neut. gore, blood; wound crc 86 [ear], 255 [arcr].
do prep, to. w. 3sg. neut. or marc. suffixed pron. to it do 94 [cuillo].
<do-tuit> verb falls, perishes, is killed 3sg.fut. tofeD ((?)for dofoeth/dofaeth) 94.
<dull> fern. creature, being (possibly the second element in a compound) dull! 95(N).
etc ? prayer, charm, incantation. etc 255.
<gaibid> verb takes, takes away, seizes 2p1.imper. (?)gaefil ((?) for gaibid) 821(2x)
[niga. efib] [niga efib].
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<gonaid> verb pierces, wounds, kills lsg.pres.ind.absol. gono 94 IConomill.
< Iccaid > verb heals, saves 2sg.pres.subj.absol. w. infixed lpI.pron. ru-n1ce1065
[murruniçç].
<in> def art. the gen.sg.masc./neut. hit 1065 [malln].
(?) <is> copulative verb. pres.subj.sg. (?)rube 1066(N) [jbroht].
mat masc. prince, chief; nobleman mat 1065 [iintJ.
<marbaid> verb kills, slays Isg.pres.ind.absol. marbu 94 Emarbumil]; a form of this
verb (2imp.sg. (?)marb) is probably also found in 94(N) Imarbsai
ramuml, 95 [marbsiramuml.
mIt masc. or neut. animal, beast acc.sg. mIt 94(3x) [GonojJ [orgojjJ [marbuj];
(also -miil in the questionable hapax legomenon cafmii1 (?) for
*cem..mfl dear-animal 94).
<nath> ? poem, piece of verse nab 87 [cuJ, 255 [cunabj.
<neim> neut. or fern. poison, virulence, malefic power nem 86 [ar], 87 [tern!!j,
255(3x) [artj [rJ [crne].
ni adv. of negation. not ni 821(2x) [ga.] [ga].
<oirgid> verb kills lsg.pres.ind.absoL orgo 94 [QgQmilJ.
<orgun> fern. slaying, murdering, an attack. arcum 87(2x); arcun 255.
<ortha> either i.fem. incantation; or ii. verb. 2sg.imp. of air-fo-eth goes". orba 952.
<(?) saerlIn> neut. or masc. noble multitude gen.sg. uoarline ((?)for soarline =
saerlinae) 1065.
<(?)téit> verb goes, departs (?)3p1.imp. tiga ((?)for tiagat) 86(3x), 628.
<tengae> masc. or fern. tongue tengo 94.
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LIST OF OLD ENGLISH PLANT NAMES (AND PLANT
PRODUCTS) IN LACNUNGA
[Minor ellingvanan1s are not recorded here. Plant names not found hi the li of Hoops [1889: 68-71] are underlined]
Aand
ac (in acrind and cen), acremonia, agwyrt, ppei, sc (in cescrind), cescrote,
cejie/ferjiingwyrt, aiehsandrie, a/or (in Alorford), aluwe, ampre, ampre seo be sw,'mman
iJic.., sur apoidor (in sur apoidrerind), arod, attoriae, also probably attoriabe seo kesse
and attorlabe seo mare.
B
banwyrt, bean, belone, benedicte, berbene, bere (in berehaim and beren), bete, betonica,
bisceopwyrt, boen, bradbisceopwyrt, bradeleac, brcembeilbremel (in brcembeiieaf and
br'emeiberie), brocminte, brunewyrt.
C
cassoc, cawel (in cawelleaf and caweisced), cawlic, cearfi lie, ceastercesc, cicena mete,
cil/,enige, date, clifivyrt, cute, seo Iance cute, ciiwyrt, seo .smale ciibwyrt. cioffiung,
cneowholen, commuc, cost, ncg1isc cost, cr1 staiie, cropleac, hwit cudu, curmealie,
cuslyppe, cwicbeam (in cwicbeamen and cwicrind), cwice, cylendre, cymen, cyrse.
D
due, (?)disme, docce, doihrune, dracanse, dweorgedwosie.
E
eadocce, eawyrt, efeniaste, efere, eferrote, eiehtre, eiene, el/en, eofole, eoforfearn,
eorgeaIia, eorjnfig, eorpnafaia, (')se) micia eorbnafaia.
F
fanu, fcencyrse,feferfuge,feidmore,feiterre,fenminte,fifieafe,fiuie,finul, finule. foxesciife.
G
gage!, 2aiien.aj, galiuc, garclife, garieac, geaces sure, gearwe, seo reade gearwe,
gelodwyrt, gingifra, girife, gkedene, grunde.swyiie.
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H
hamorwyrt, hamwyrt, haran spice!, harehune, seo hare hune, h1ee, hcenep, hnnebe1!e,
hesel, hwene hnydele, healswyrt, heec1ife, hegehynele, hegerife, helde, (heleleaf
"oil-lear - see Glossaiy), hindebrer, hindha!lejie, hk&derwyrt, hnutbeam, hoc, hofe,
((?)seo) reade hofe, ho/en (in holenrind), holleac, horselene, horsminte, hremnes Jot,
hundes micge, hune, hwte (in hweten and hwcetesmedma), hwerhwette, hwitmtringc,
hylwvrt. hymele, hymlic.
I
fig, isenhearde, qpQ. Li.
L
lambes cerse, laur (in lauberge), leac, lemoce, huge, (1ip (in linen and linht'ewen)), (lind),
hiJwyrt, lufestice (also Ieuastica), (lybcorn).
M
marubie, mge, medewyrt, melde, merce, mergelle, merscmergy/Ie, minte, minte be wvxb
be Jxtre ea, /xt cyn mintan ixet bloweb hwite, moldcorn, mucgwyrt, murre.
N
,uedderwyrt, £nglisc mep, nepte, netele, seo reade netele.
ontre, oportanie, organa, oxsanslyppe.
P
persoc, petresilige, pipeneale, pipor, pollegie, porbeac, pyretre, (?)pyse (in pysbean).
R
redic, suberne rdic, recels, ribbe, 	 rose, rude.
S
saerie (also saturee), saluie, sauine, sea/h, read sea/h, secg, secgleac, sideware,
sigelhweorfa, singrene, slahbom (in s1ahorn rind), slarige, sperewyrt, sprin2wyrt.









wdwyrt, wegbrade, seo clufehte wenwyrt, seo smale wenwyrt, wudubinde, weoduweaxe,
wergulu, wermod, wermod se harq, wrcett, wudamerce, wuducyrfi1jç, wudufihle, wudulehtric,
wudurofe, wudusurievp j, wudu/Astel, wulfes camb, wyir (in l4yirrind, also possibly wyr as a
simplex behind 1. 793 wyl - see Commentary thereto).
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ADDENDUM
The following article appeared too late for reference to be made to it in the main body of
the text:
Davies, Owen
1996 "Healing Channs in Use in England and Wales 1700-1950". Folklore 107:
19-3 2.
Davies (p. 22) discusses some charms analogous to Lacn. Entry CLVIII, and (pp. 25-6)
others analogous to Lacn. Entry CLifi.
